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An Official Statement As To Financial
Standing Of Old Rockland National
July 31 (next Wednesday). Ar
thur O. Picl^r, Receiver of The
Rocklat.d National Bank, of Rock
land, will conduct at the Knox
County Court House, a public auc- 1
tion of the remaining uncollected ;
us-.ets of his trust.
The Receivership has been ln
operation since Aug. 18. 1933; and
by orderly procedure since March
18, 1933. the Bank's assets have
been liquidated from J4.CC0.144 75
to $181.549.77 as shown by Its quar
terly report of June 30. 1940
At various times during the past
seven years occasion has arisen to
borrow money from the Reconstruc
tion Finance Corporation and the
local First National Bank in order
that tlie claims of depositors might
best be served. These loans have
all since been repaid.
All secured deposits have been
repaid in full; and to date the
dividends on commercial and sav
ings accounts alike aggregate 88
percent. In the near future a final
dividend will be computed and dis
tributed. Considering the amount
of work involved in the conrputa(tlon and preparation of a dividend.

the exact date for distribution can
not be ascertained. It is, however,
within reason to say that the dis
tribution cannot be made in less
than 69 or 90 days subsequent to
tire final sale of assets.
It might be interesting to note
that according to the last quarterly
report dated June 30, 1940 the in
come of the Receivership repre
sented by cash collections from in
terest,
premiums, rents,
etc.,
amounts to $253,892.52; while the
total expenses of the Receivership
including advances in protection of
assets, interest and expense charges
by the R. F. C„ cost of liquidation
under Conservatorship and Receiv
ership. amount to only $130,736.46
The Comptroller's department
has recognized, that conditions ex
isting all over the country preven
ted rapid liquidation of closed Na
tional banks; and even though the
longer period of liquidating has to
some extent increased the expense
of the Receivership, It has permit
ted all possible leniency to debtors
of the trust and has resulted in a
larger ultimate recovery for the
creditors.

RIGHT HERE IN KNOX COUNTY

A scene from the playlet, “Gen. Knox At Montpelier.” Bark row, right to left: Paul Veazie, Carmeta
Appleby, president C.A.R.; front row: Sally Goding, Beverly Beal, Alice Veazie, Camelia Deering.

—Photo by Blackinton.

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE

TUESDAY, JULY 30

The Rotary Club

TASQUANTUM LODGE FOR SALE

7SH.

c

BE PREPARED)

f JOIN

BELOIN’S INN
CAMDEN, MAINE

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

FRIED OR ROAST CHICKEN, 75c
SHORE DINNERS
LOBSTERS, Boiled, Broiled or Baked
SEA FOOD PLATE. 45c

If I had my life to live asaln 1
would have made a rule to reed eome
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of th
taatea la
lose of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
COME, SLEEP! O SLEEP

l'x MILES FROM CAMDEN, ON ROUTE NO. 1
90* It

THE NEW OWN-A.HOME SAVINGS CLUB -S

• Prepare yourself now to buy a home bargain if one
comes your way!
Join our new Own-a-Home Savings Club which has one
purpose: to enable you to accumulate the down payment
fqr your home by saving $10 to $25, or more monthly.
And because your savings earn an attractive profit, you
are ready to “go shopping” for a new home almost before
you know it... perhaps within 36 to 60 months!
We’ve prepared a special booklet about this plan that
you can look over leisurely at home with the rest of the
family. Send the coupon for your free copy today, or drop
in at our offices without obligation.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

____________________________________ >
Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home
Savings Club.

Name.... —--- -

RECEIVER'S SALE
AT PUBLIC AUCTION
WEDNESDAY, JULY 31,1940-10 A. M.
AT THE

KNOX COUNTY COURT HOUSE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Real Estate, Notes Receivable, Judgments, Chattels
and Other Choses in Action
All assets sold for cash WITHOUT Recourse or War
ranty of any kind or Character, and subject to the
approval of the Comptroller of the Currency of the
United States. If approved, the sale will be com
pleted under the terms of a general order of court
dated June 19, 1940.

(Signed) Arthur G. Picher, Receiver,
Rockland National Bank, Rockland, Maine

Ci/y

In this column very recently we published a list of State
events calculated to Interest and inspire those Summer tourists
who are sojourning in or passing through Maine. It is not
amiss to say that we do not have to travel far from this office
to find attractions which have an equal, though perhaps not a
State-wide interest. There was for Instance that remarkable
benefit concert ln Camden, bringing together artists of national
and international fame—artists who would draw the wealth
iest and most exclusive audiences In the large centers. There
was the American Legion parade in Thomaston, where was
seen the cleverness and talent which always seem to be out
standing in that community. Week after next the scene
shifts to Rockport where will be held the annual regatta and
sportsmen's show—an entertainment of such ambitious pro
portions that it draws patronage from a wide radius. Next
Monday and lasting well Into August will be that famous art
exhibition at Port Clyde. Next month, also, thousands will
set their faces in the direction of Union where for four days
they will revel in the varied delights of North Knox Fair. Not
the least among Knox County’s attractions this Summer are
the H A J boat races at Camden. Many other events might
well be listed here, but we have cited enough for the purpose
of demonstrating that Knox County ls doing Its share to
divert the attention of its residents and visitors from the
cares which are oppressing our sad old world.

An Art Exhibition

LAWN PARTY .AND SUPPER

ON
UKt IBM’

“The Black Cat”

[EDITORIAL]

Olorified in the annals of na- R. Moss, Mrs. Roland Ware, Mrs. Rockport Chalrmen of clubs were
I
I
tlonal honor, immortally revered In Maynard Spear and Mrs. Loring I Miss Rita C. Smith, Thomaston.
the ranks of patriotic nobility, Uie Orff of Thomaston, Miss Jane Mil- Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Rockland, Mrs
renown of Oen. Henry Knox, first ler and Miss Katherine Creighton Lester Shibles, Rockport, and Mrs.
(Continued on Page Two»
Secretary of War. grows ever more were in charge of tickets and memj
hallowed on each recurrence of his bership, and Mrs. Earl Woodcock
natal anniversary, July 25. In the Home Industries Shop.
Boothbay, Maine
Route 17 i Thomaston, locale of his mansion
Knox Memorial Association held
Sherwood Keith, J. J Celi present home, "Montpelier,” reproductions its business meeting at “Montpelier"
Mrs. Harold Hupper
Port Clyde Folks and
' of the statesman's eminence are ln the forenoon and elected as of
TONIGHT
MARTINSVILLE. ME.
“LOVE FROM A STRANGER"
I yearly mirrored in exercises of ficers:
Summer Visitors To Have
sec, 75c, $100 Plus Tax
^solemn grandeur with the pomp of
President, Mrs. Ann F Snow; vice
Treat Beginning Monday
Next Week: “Meet The Wife”
FRIED CHICKEN
a bygone era.
presidents, Frank H. Ingraham,
Wed.. Thurs., Fri., Sat., at 8.30
The second annual Port Clyde art
87Stf
"Soldier, rest—thy warfare o'er." Rockland; Mrs. Maude Clark Gay,
exhibition
will be held In the Com
Ah. well for his repose that he Waldoboro; Mrs. Prederic H. Bird,
knows not the Democracy for which Rockland and Gilbert Harmon, munity Room of the Port Clyde
Ills fellow Revolutionists fought and Camden; treasurer Mrs. Matelle F Library from July 29 through Aug.
I bled is again imperiled by tyranny. Rose; chaplain, Rev. E. O Kenyon; 9. So favorable was the attendance
ST. BERNARD'S ANNUAL
I To honor the dead is the privilege registrar, Mrs. Mabel Crieghton; i and Interest aroused last year, that
of the living and It was at the corresponding and recording secre this large group of visiting and resi
1 simple grave of the General that tary, Mrs. Katharine C. Derry; dent artists has determined to pre
On the Church Grounds, Park St. and Broadway,
the day's program had Its prelude. cift-ator, Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller; sent an even more impressive show
Rev. E. O. Kenyon of St. Peter's custodian, Arthur J. Elliot; bank this summer.
Rockland
Headed by N. C. Wyeth, worldEpiscopal Church In Rockland of- treasurer, The Thomaston National
The combined efforts of the Parish of
famous for his murals and Illustra
fered prayer and brief remarks, Bank; librarian, Mrs. Lavinla O.
CAMDEN. THOMASTON AND ROCKLAND
after which a bouquet of red pop Elliot; auditor, Miss Mabel Fern- tions, the list of artists exhibiting
pies. white snowflakes and blue del- aid; trustees, Richard O. Elliot, pictures Includes Carolyn Wyeth,
1 John McCoy, Andrew Wyeth, Alfred
phinium was placed at the monu- Robert W Walsh. T. Jenness French
Fuller, James Verrier, Sidney Chase,
Afternoon and Evening, Starting at 2 o’clock
’ ment by a member of Pine Cone , Camden, Me., Professor Henry
( Jacqueline Hall, Ethel Waterman,
Troop of Oirl Scouts who assisted Thatcher Fowler, Jarvis C. Ferry,,
g.
is
BOOTHS
‘ ATTRACTIONS
GAMES
in the service.
The memorial Arthur C. McDonald and Alfred M 1 ar°n ‘ "lmons' manager of the
Supper Served from 5.30 on
i1
j flower arrangement was tlie work strout.
Children 25c; Adults 35c
The exhibition will open Monday
of Mrs. Fred J. Overlock of the
it was decided to appoint a board 1
afternoon,
at 2 o'clock, with an In
| Thomaston Oarden Club
| of directors from various States I
No Admission Charge To the Grounds
formal reception to which all art
i
"Montpelier"
was
open
for
inspechaving
members
in
its
organization.
|
IE STORMY. WILL BE HELD NEXT FAIR DAY
lovers ire invited.
90-91
1 tion all day as usual, with 300 guests Voted to send a letter to Dr. H W i
! registered. Hostesses Mrs. Mabel powler. great-great-grandson and |
I Creighton. Mrs. Jessie Crawford only living descendant of Gen. Knox
and Miss Olive Rowell were assist- ; expressing regret at his inability’
Almon B. Cooper, Jr., of the
ed by: Mrs .Charles B. Rose, Ten to attend the birthday observance
Lions Club was guest speaker at
ants Harbor, Mrs. George H. Jack- this year. Resolutions of respect
yesterday s Rotary meeting, telling
son, Mrs. Orel Davies, Mrs. Arthur were recorded in the name of the
Completely furnished; Four l^irge Rooms; Hardwood Floors;
again the story of his experiences
Attic; Large Fire Place; Bath; Toilet; Hot Water; Electric
Wisner, Mrs. Donald Fuller, Mrs. H late Judge Edward K. Gould, an
ln the Ozark Mountains. Missouri,
Lights; Outside Lights; Telephone. Large Kitchen Glenwood White
P. Blodgett. Mrs. S. Eugene Lamb, ardent worker In the Association,
fighting soli erosion; and of a visit
Enamel Oil and Liquid Gas Range; Kelvinator; Two Radios; Fine
Mrs Nellie Rice and Miss Hattie me details of which appear ln anArtesian Well; Concrete Cellar; Two-Car Garage. Two Outside
to Kansas where he was able to
Lamb of Rockland. Mrs Willis other column. The problem of tryBuildings; All New Buildings: Painted. Built for Summer and
visualize the destructive effects of
Winter Living. Large Front Lawn. Good Bathing Beach. Ocean
Vinal and Mrs. William Barrett of jng to save the old church of the
a dust storm.
Front Lot. Acre of Land. Three-Quarters Surrounded by Water.
Warren and Mrs. Richard O. El- hill was discussed, reference being
Vice President Alan F. McAlary
Beautiful View. Open for Inspection.
hot. Mrs. Ralph Carroll. Mrs Carl made to a letter concerning It which
was In the chair, and Homer E.
Chaples, Mrs. Forest Stone, Mrs. E. recently appeared ln The CourierB. II. WETHERBFF., Pleasant Point, Knox County, Maine
Robinson was songmaster.
89-91
—
——
-----( Oazette.
Guests yesterday were Rev. F.
ii ii ii i rn. s_ ore Floral decorations throughout the
Forget-Me-Not Chapter, OES manswn were of surpassing beauty. K. Gifford of Brockton. Mass, and
Frank A. St. Clair of New Jersey.
SOUTH THOMASTON
the artistic arrangements being the
, . ,
„ j
—
The
visiting
Rotarians
were:
Fair and Supper in Masonic Hall
work of the Garden Clubs of Thom, . „ ,.
„
„ „
WEDNESDAY, JULY 31
_
Charles A. Holden, Hanover, N. H.;
aston,
Rockland,
Rockport
and
Supper 5.00 to 7.00
Asbury Pitman, Salem; Frank E.
Camden, under the able direction
Adults 35c; Children 15c
90-lt of Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of Poland, Boston; Harry Jackson,
Lebanon. N. H.; O. H. Willey. Jr.,
Providence; Earl W. Norton, Pawl
ing, N. Y.; E. Copeland Long. Bel
fast; Dr. Allen B King, Wilmington
Del.; Arthur Lowe, Portland.

Wheelbarrow Farm

Volume 95........... Number 90.

Come. Sleep! O Sleep, the certain knot
of peace,
The batting place of wit. the balm of
woe.
The poor mails wealth, the prisoner's
release,
The Indifferent Judge between the
high and low,
Wtth shield of proof shield me from
out the prease
Of those fierce darts Despair at me
doth throw:
Oh. make In me those civil wars to
cease;
I will good tribute pay. If thou do so.
Take thou of me smooth pillows,
sweetest bed.
A chamber deaf to noise and blind
to light.
A rosy garland and a weary head:
And If these things, as being thine ln
right,
Move not thy heavy grace, thou
shalt ln me.
Livelier than elsewhere. Stella's linage
see.
—Sir Philip Sidney

WALDOBORO
GIFT SHOP
UNUSUAL GIFTS
At

Capt’s Wade’s Homestead
Friendship St., Off Route I
WALDOBORO, ME.
TEL. 38

Kay Gaul, Manager
81’887-pl

DESTROYING CIVILIZATION

If the much advertised German blitzkrelg is going to be
any worse than that which is already being visited upon the
British Isles the world may well shudder. Shipping sunk,
property destroyed, lives blotted out—all to gratify the am
bitions of bloodthirsty dictators.. Those who indulge ln use
less protests, probably feel that civilization should reassert
itself; that safe and sane leaders should arise to call a halt;
that we should truckle with an overpowering enemy whose
warfare might reach an end, but whose subsequent domina
tion would ln all probability plunge the conquered nations
into a state of despair, with which poor old France’s plight
would not be a circumstance. Were It not for the fact that
Germany's conquests have put that nation in possession of
unlimited ways and means the prosecution of the war might
be a matter of perhaps months, but unless Britain is con
quered by mass attack, or—unthinkable—It yields as France
and other European nations did, the world's worst war is going
on Indefinitely, and the crushing of civilization will have an
end of which it is In no man's power to hazard a guess.

OLD ENEMY REAPPEARS
If we could only sign an armistice with that unpleasant
enemy Dog Days something would be accomplished, but the
old rascal is evidently bent on fighting it out along this line,
if It takes all Summer. After all there ls a sort of substantial
tang to damp fog driven inland before the east wind.

WILLKIE WINS THF. WEST
When Wendell Willkie arrives home from his vacation
trip It will be with a new conception of the Western country
which he has penetrated. What he may Jerm a vacation has
been spent in a thoroughly practical manner by a first hand
investigation of the real needs of the man who tills the soil
and the man who raises beef, hogs and sheep for the Nation's
markets.
All this he has not been learning through the
medium of some spread-eagle politician, or somebody with an
axe to grind; but from men of industrial and agricultural
influence—and the man behind. Wendell Willkle received a
marvelous welcome ln Colorado, Utah and Wyoming—a greet
ing that well might have been accorded some national hero.
"Willkle" is a name to conjure with ln the West today—even
as it ls here in the Bast.
MUZZLING THE PRESS

The hint expressed by Representative Oeorge W. Hinckley
of South Portland that Maine newspapers criticising the State
administration should be muzzled, is the common reaction of
all political leaders to criticisms that really hurt and are thus
of real service to the public. Whenever a scandal in public
affairs ls revealed In municipalities, State or Nation, politicians
involved always become extremely solicitous regarding the
"good name” of the unit involved. Their argument always ls
that the more a mess is stirred the worse it will smell, so better
let It alone and forget all about it. Newspapers that refuse
to do this are always pilloried by the polls when they can.
Such resentment to fair and accurate criticism of public
affairs ls, of course, ln complete repudiation of the whole prin
ciple of American free speech and free press and Ignorance
of the constitutional status of the press in this country.
It’s not a matter of choice but of plain duty for American
newspapers to expose any wrong doing by public officials
and to keep their readers fully Informed regarding public
affairs.
When political leaders complain about criticism of them In
the press, therefore, they arc revealing Ignorance on their part
of one of the most Important fundam?ntals of the American
government. Tlie freedom of the press they would so often
muzzle is not a mere privilege of perquisite of newspapers but
a vital necessity of democratic government. In attacking
newspapers for fulfilling their duties ln this respect the
American form of government Itself ls being assailed.
Political leaders are prone to forg?t also that they are
not the supreme authority ln American government but that
the voters are and that newspapers are not bound to repre
sent them but the people who elected them. In attacking
them politicians are actually hitting at the power that made
them. Unless such power is properly exercised newspapers
have a right to attack them and force them from office if
necessary
When newspapers or individuals neglect or refuse to
reveal malfeasance or misfeasance in office they are com
pounding the offense and increasing the danger of good self
government.
No matter how much newspaper and other criticism
may hurt, therefore, the pain is far better than the concealed
guilt that may be eating Into the body politic like a cancer.
It’s fatuous kindness for newspapers to conceal unpleasant
facts the voters should know and to such no administration of
public affairs Ls entitled. To wink at guilt ln public office Is to
destroy the office sooner or later for such guilt grows like a
mushroom in the dark. Unless newspapers meet their duty
ln this respect faithfully they are only destroying honest gov
ernment and themselves.
In insisting on faithful and honest performance of their
duties, newspapers are doing more for political leaders than
such leaders can do for themselves and criticisms to this end
are to their ultimate advantage uiher than detriment.—
Kennebec Journal,

Bt

The Rnvinc Reporter

Most of us get a tlirlll when th
Fire Department's diaphone sounds
an unpleasant thrill, perhaps, for
nervous persons, but old-timers will
tell you they got a greater one
when Uie church bells clanged ln
unison to announce that a fire had
broken out. And what could be
more Inspiring than that handsome
pair of grays dashing through
tlie streets with the steam fire en
gines belching giant clouds of dark
smoke?
—o—

Congratulations, Brother Nichols,
on the Improved appearance of the
Bath Dally Times since the new
dress of type has been added. It is
very restful to the eye, and adds to
my pleasure in the dally perusal of
tlie Times column by column, every
weekday of the year.
A London despatch says that
220.000 school children have been
removed to rural communities from
London and towns along the north
east coast in the past six weeks, In
anticipation of enemy air raids.
Here is a vacation that means the
difference between brutal slaughter
and the continued enjoyment of
blessings which the Creator Intend
ed for those innocent children.

Can my friend A. Jay See find time
to identify a dime dated 1822, found
at Damariscotta Mills? Percy L.
Young of South Thomaston would
like to know. The coin may be seen
at this office.

The old story about this being a
small world was revived yesterday
by William H. Thomas, Janitor at
Grand Army hall. In Copenhagen.
Denmark some years ago he met a
fellow American.
"What’s your
State?”
asked
the
stranger.
"Maine," replied Bill. "What part of
Maine?" "Rockland." The stranger
found thia of Interest as he hod
once been a guest at Hotel Rock
land and made a number of friends
here.
Parking of cars alongside the
Masonic Temple site should be
strictly prohibited during the period
the sidewalk is fenced in. Pedestri
ans are forced Into traffic at no
Inconsiderable risk.
An excellent example of com
munity spirit was displayed when
nine members, leader and assistant
leader of the Alford Lake 4-H Club
met at the Hope Corner schoolhouse Wednesday afternoon, armed
with scythe, lawn mowers,, clippers
and rakes; and with united efforts
the appearance of the front lawn
was much Improved. They also dug
the hole for a cement foundation
for the flagpole and at the business
meeting voted to give $2.50 towards
paying for the cement.

Everybody who lias had an ex
perience with bl-foc&ls, or expects
to will be interested In this State
Chat item from tlie Lewiston Jour
nal:
"Instead of lasing his glasses on
top of his head, this is what hap
pened to a well-known Farmington
carpenter who was bothered for
several days by a stabbing pain in
one of his eyes. Finally he decided
he could stand It no longer and was
about to consult a doctor when his
son discovered that one of tha
lenses of his double-vision glasses
been turned so that he had been
looking at the world through the
reading focus."
May 8. 1901, the operetta "Dress
Rehearsal” was presented In Watts
Hall, Thomaston, under the direc
tion of Lilian Sprague Copping for
the benefit of the Congregational
Choir. In the cast were: Mrs. Fred
Bowers , Miss Grace Mears, Miss
Katherine Peehan, Mrs. Ralph
Wyllie, Miss LlsEle Tobie, Miss
Edith Russell, MLss Haldee Towns
end, Miss Ethel Oillchrest, Fred
Waldo, Willie Hatch and Waldo
Oillchrest. Readings and vocal
solos were given between the acts,
by the following talent: Miss Helena
Hanly, Mrs. Bessie Smith Little, Dr.
T. E Tibbetts. Anthony McNamara,
P. L. Dennison and Master Scott
Kittredge; Mrs. W. H. Kittredge,
accompanist.
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Annual Lawn Party

Thomaston’s Annual Tribute To Knox

Washington SaidPort Clyde Man Quotes
Interestingly From His
Farewell Address
Port Clyde. July 24
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazcite:—
It is astonishing how many Ameri
cans are under the impression that
Oeorge Washington was oppos'd to
any sort of alliance between the
United States and a foreign govern
ment. Tliat is not so. Far from It.
In his farewell address, delivered
Sept. 17, 1796. he said:
"It ls our true policy to steer clear
of permanent alliance with any por
tion of the foreign world, so far. I
mean, as we are now at liberty to
do it; for let me not be understood
as capable of patronizing infidelity
to existing engagements. But in my
opinion it is unnecessary and would
be unwise to extend them.
"Taking care always to keep our
selves. by suitable establishments, on
a respectable defensive posture, we
may safely trust to temporary alli
ances for extraordinary emergen
cies."
His reference to "existing engage
ments" applies to the treaty between
the United States and Spain and to
the treaty with Great Britain.
How far away Europe was from
the United States in tire days of
Washington. I again quote from the

A "Good Citizenship" group, left to right: Elizabeth Jenkins. Betty Meader of Skowhegan. Rachel Rob
inson of St. George, Marie (lark of Thomaston.
—Photo by Blackinton.

Continued from Page One)
great deal of attention because of Lisbon Falls, presented a a playlet.
Griffin Gnbbel. Camden A bou- their size and beauty. (Many visi •General Knox at Montpelier.'
Charmingly quaint in their Colonial
quet In the oval room was particu- ' tors remarked that the flower arr
I
costumes, the appealing youngsters
larly lovely, containing a variety rangements alone were worth the ac<)ujtted themselves with grace and
of flowers which repeated the colors price cf admission).
dramatic Insight. In order to acin the rug of tliat room. In the hall
In the afternoon a group of Chil- c0nun0date the overplus audience,
niches in large marble vases were dren of the American Revolution. the performance was re-enacted
unbelievably large
gold-banded under the supervision of their State three times by the cast: Oeneral
| Japanese lilies, which attracted a President. Miss Carmeta Appleby of Knox Paul veazie of Portland;
---------------Lady Knox, Alice Veazie of Portfarewell address:
----- - —— land: Madame Vose, Beverly Beal of
“Europe has a set of primary in
Portland; Madame Cobb. Sally
terests which to us have none, or a
Goding of Portland; and Carolyn
ery remote relation. Hence she
Knox. Camella Deering of Bath.
must be engaged in frequent contro
Mtss Appleby was soloist
versies, tlie cause of which are es
Members of Pine Cone Troop. Girl
sentially foreign to our concerns.
Scouts were present to assist in va
Hence, therefore, it must be un
rious functions, and Troop 210 Boy
wise ln uz to implicate ourselves,
Scouts of Thomaston was also rep
by artificial 'ties, in the ordinary
resented. Five Good Citizenship
vicissitudes of her politics.
Pilgrimage Oirls were present: Miss
"Our detached and distant situa
Arllne Kimball cf Newport. Miss
tion invites and enables us to pur
Elizabeth Jenkins and Mtss Betty
sue a different course. If we re
Meader of Skowhegan. Miss Rachel
main one people, under an efficient
Robinson of St. Oeorge. and Miss
government, the period Ls not far
Marie Clark of Thomaston.
off when we may defy material in
. Among the other distinguished
jury from external annoyance; when
guests were Maine State Regent of
we may take such an attitude as i
i
D.AR Miss Margaret McIlroy of
will cause the neutrality we may et ■
Lewiston, and Mrs F. Allen Burt,
any time resolve upon to be scruputhe Massachusetts State vice presilously respected; when belligerent :
■ '. ___
dent of Children of American Revonations, under the impossibility of i
iution.
making acquisition upon us. will not j
• • • •
lightly hazard the giving us provo
(bines written at the Tomb of Gen
cation when we may choose peace
Fenrv Knox and dedicated to hls
daughter by a visitor )
or war, as our Interest, guided by
In peaceful slumbers with his kl&dred
Justice, shall counsel."
dead
A patriot hero here reclines hts head
How different today is our situ
For freedoms sake had Heaven pre
ation in regard to Europe. Instead
served his life.
Amid the cannons roar the battle’s
of being "detached and distant,"
strife;
The brave—the good— e'en Washing
with the advent of the airplane
ton's compeer.
Europe is becoming nearer and
The sold er, statesman now lies mould
ering here.
nearer, resulting in an entirely dif
The heirs of freedom long will con
secrate
ferent outlook concerning our rela
This spot so eacred to a name so great;
tions with lt..
Here often will be shed the grateful
tear
Were Washington here today, with
I Where sleeps the brave whose name's
to freedom dear
hls quick grasp of realistic it is my
| And Is tt here here ln this silent
firm belief that he would favor the
tomb.
1 The patriot warrior finds hls final
extension of every possible help to
home?
His final home?'' O no. the triumph's
Great Britain in her struggle to
short
crush Hitlerism—the greatest men
1 Which deith has gained e'en o'er hls
mortal part
ace to human liberty since the dawn
This mouldering form will renovated
rise
of time.
i To Join hls fellow patriots in the
S Newton Broadbent.
skiea

SOFTBALL

bereft;
| I. though a stranger or one scarcely
j
known.
.. a
.
, .
:
Vet claim a kindred spirit with your
Miss Carmeta Applebv. State senier president. ( hlldren of American
(,wn
Kindred ln having seen the peace and
Revolution, who wrote the playlet Gen. Knox at Montpelier."

--Photo by Blackinton.

ab r bli po a

LEAGUE
League Standing
W
L
PC
Amoco .............. 12
1
.923
Texaco .............. 8
5
.615
Indies
9
6
609
Elks
8
7
533
A A P
.6
7
.462
Perry's Markets 6
9
.409
Snow's Shipyard 5
10
.333
Van Baalen .... 3
12
.253
Games next week:
Sunday,
Texaco vs. A. & P ; Monday. Amoco
vs. Perry's Maikets; Tuesday, Van
Baalen vs. Indies.
* ♦ $ *
Elks 12. A. & P. 7
After playing a 3-3 ball game for
four innings. A. A: P. split wide open
in the fifth inning Thursday night,
and the Elks scored seven times on
three hits to romp in with a 12 to 7
victory. Randall Marshall pitched
good ball for the winners, holding
the A. «Sz P. t» seven hits, three cf
which went to Frank Mazzeo. Shep
herd Jed the Elks at bat with a
single and triple. The score:
Elks
ab r bh po a
Lampinen. r ....... 4
Jenkins, ss
.... 2
Btevens, 3b
4
Glover, lb ........... 2
3

Shepherd, cf ......

Marshall, p ........

2

J

_______________________

| dino. a fast man. at first, by plenty.
With thc exception of Frank
Mazzeo. the A. & P. boys seemed to
have left the batting eyes home
Allen ar.d McLeod were the only
Texacos not guilty of errors ln last
night’s game.

Spofford, ss
Gowell. lb
Bartlett, p
Peterson. 2b
Allen, rf .....
Paladino. ss .
Knowlton, lf
Mazzeo. r ...
1 Hodgkins, r
Oney. 3b ....
1 McLeod, cf
Higgins, lb
0 l Chris, 2b
Raye, c .......
PORT CLYDE
6I
Mason, cf .
Mrs. U. G. Davis was called to
01
37 14 14 21 7 10
.3
0
0
1
0
1
Snow
’
s
Shipyards
Kerfc. p ...
ab r bh po a e ness of her granddaughter Miss
Seliger, lf .. ......... 2 0 0 1 0 0
— Foley, rf ........... 4 2 3 2 0 0 Helena Brown who is at thc Mgine
27 6 7 18 7 6 Topping. 3b ........ 4 3 1 2 4 0
. 1 0 2 0 7 2 X—12 DeVeber, r .
5 1 1 3 0 1
Elks .........
Thc Desmond sisters of Massa030031 X— 7 Dowling. 2b .
4 0 2 3 1 0
A. k P........
o'
0
0
1
4
0
Called at the sixth because of Frye, c ...
Small, ss ............. 4 0 0 1 5 2 the home cf Mrs. Ada Brennan.
darkness.
Mrs. Jane Simmons is ill at the
Two base hits, Mazzeo. Glover. V. Crockett, lb . 4 0 0 8 0 0
2 3 *2 0 0 0 Lucettc in Thomaston.
Three base hits, Shepherd, Mason. Suomela. cf
Miss Annie Ginn of Rhode Island
4 2 2 2 0 1
Sacrifices. Oney. Felt. Stolen base. E Crockett, If
Felt. Base on balls, off Keefe 8. Willis, p ............. 4 1 1 0 1 0 who has been spending a few day?
in Hope has returned to the home
off Marshall 3. Struck out, by Keefe
39 12 13 21 11 4 of Mr/. Ada Brennan.
1. Umpires, Tripp and Lord.
• • • •
MLss Emma Bukcr is confined to
Texaco
.......... . 6 2 0 0 0 6 0—14
Texaco 14, Snow's 12
Snows Shipyards 2 2 0 5 3 0 0—12 bed by illness. She is being cared
Two base hits, Spofford, McLeod. I for by Mrs. Jennie Teel
Tlie Texacos stopped Snow's win
The Advent Christian Church
ning streak at four, by taking a ding- Three base hit, Bartlett ome run,
dong battle with a six run tally in Gowell. Stolen bases, Spofford, services Sunday will be: At 10.30
the sixth last night 14 to 12. Snow's Gowell. Sacrifice, Merritt. Base on worship; 11.45 Sunday School;
had Just come from behind with an balls, off Willis 3. off Bartlett 4.1 7.30 evening service. At the mom8 to 2 deficit. with five ln the fourth struck out, by Bartlett 1. Umpires, j ing service the pastor will speak on
and three in the fifth, to take 12 to I Tripp and Black.
the subject "Eartnquakes," and at
8 lead, and seemed to be on th’lr
» • • »
the evening service he will give a
way to number five ln a row But
The Texacos again regained sec- short meditation on "Ood's Love."
the Texacos put the wood to WillLs I on(i piac? iast night with their win
Wednesday at 7.30 the mid-week
in the sixth with four singles and over Snow's. What a jumble!
prayer service will be held in the
a double, two errors and a double
Foley’s catch eff Seavey in the vestry. The pas'or will hold a
stjal to pull the game out of the seventh was a honey. Some wag service in the Baptist Church at
fire. Foley contributed the fielding remarked that he looked like Dar South Cushing Friday at 7.30 witli
feature, with a somersault clutch off denella except that he hung onio the help of some of the church
Seavey in the seventh. The score: the ball.
members who have an evangelistic
Tliat Jenkins made his usual good and mLssionary spirit.
Texaco
ab r bit po a e play in tlie filth of Thursday's scrap,
Buy Youiselt rich through dasSeavey, 3b
4 2 1 2 2 ^1 tie look a grounder to the right of
3
2
13
0
1:
second
base,
aud
threw
out
Paiaj
sifled
vffefa
Merritt, c .

A. * P.

Pirates Caught a Tartar
At Rockport—Camden
Squeezes One Out

The annual iawi: party and sup Twilight league Standing
W.
Pet
L.
per of the Rockland, Camden and
2
Camden
..........
1
.666
Thcmnstcn CatJiol'.c Churches will
666
1
Rockland ... ... 2
be held at the St. Bernards Church Thomaston ..... 1.
2
.333
grounds, next Tuesday, weather Rockport
2
.333
.... 1
permitting.
This annual effort of the com Games Next Week
bined churches has for years been
Tuesday—Rockport at Rockland;
eagerly awaited by local and Sum Thomaston at Camden.
mer residents. Really a small fair
Thursday—Thomaston at Rockin itself, it enab.es everyone to find j port; Camden at Rockland,
amusement to his ar her own lik
ing. Various new features have
Thursday's results: Camden 6,
been added and a single color theme Thomaston 5; Rockport 3. Rockland
will hold for all decorations.
1.
The justly famous supper will be Rockport 3. Rockland 1
served commencing at 5.30 and a
In a game called after only one
minimum of 500 has been set to be man was out ln their half of the
served, surely a surprising number. fifth. Rockport beat the Pirates 3 1
Co-chairmen of the suppet are Mis? ! to 1 at Rockport Thursday. The
Anne Carinl and Thomas Lawson, J fog was so thick the outfielders
and the housekeepers are Mrs 1 could not see the batter. Merrill
James d Derby, Mis Fred L. Derby allowed only three hits for Rock
and Mrs. Gregory Wynne.
port. The game was marked by
Among the various booths is the
some snappy playing, and was in
Hand'craft and Fancy Articles with
teresting while it lasted. The score;
Mrs. Jane Foley as chairman, as
Rockport
sisted by Mrs. Donald Perry. Miss
ab r bh po a e
Helen Burns, Mrs. Carl Simmons,
Starr, lb.......... . 2 1 I 5 0 o
Mrs Sanford Delano, Miss Helen
Thompson, c .... ..3123 2 0
Pietroski and Miss Ruth Oliver.
Cuccinello. 2b
.3 0 0 2 1 1
Each booth has a special prize to
Bohndell, If ... ..3121 0 0
be awarded some time later in the
Aho. rf
.3 0 0 1 1 0
evening. The refreshments have
Gardner, cf ..... ..3010 0 0
been gathered into one single unit
Carter, ss .........
10 11 1 o
with Albert McCarty as chairman,
Andrews. 3b ... ..2 0 0 2 0 1
assisted by Nicholas Anastasia, on
Merrill, p .........
2 0 10 1 0
popcorn; Mildred Sweeney and
•
Margaret Adams, ice cream; Viola
22 3 8 15 5 2
Anderson, cold drinks; and hot dogs.
Rockland
Mrs Mildred O'Donnell, Mrs Ray
ab r bh po a e
mond Duff, Miss Mary Johnson and
Karl, cf............
2 10 1 0 0
Miss Lucy Ball.
•
..1000 3 0
Thomaston is well represented McNeiUy, 3b
having thc candy and cooked food French, ss ....... ..2 0 0 0 4 1
.2013 2 2
situation well in hand. Mrs Lewis Ellis. 2b
Whitman,
lb
..2
0 0 4 0 1
Hanley is chairman and her assist
..2 0 0 0 0 0
ants are: Miss Agnes Hanley. Mrs Chisholm, p
AV. J. Robertson, Mrs. Edwin Lynch, Collamore. c .... ..2 0 0 5 0 0
Mis? Belle Cullen and Miss Rebecca Drinkwater. rf . ..2011 0 0
2 0 10 1 0
Robertson. Camden under the able f Wink U

----------------

By MOSHF.R

OUR CLEVE IS SARCASTIC
Apologizes To the House For “Inviting”
Fulton J. Redman’s “Rally”
Rep. Cleveland Sleeper (R) of
Rockland arose ln the Maine House
of Representatives Thursday to
"apologize" for having "subjected

order calling Redman before the
committee, called the Portland
lawyer's testimony an "impromp
tu rally" and said he wished to
apologize for "contributing to the
campaign funds of another party.”
"I feel," he said "that I have
cost the Btate $4,000 by making
the Legislature stay an extra day."
(The cost of the current special
session has been computed at ap
proximately $3,000 a day).
Saying that Redman had con
tributed "not one shred" of evidence
to the committee, Sleeper said he
believed when he had urged that
Redman be Invited to appear, that
Redman would not "have the con
summate gall and nerve to prove
he knew nothing ’ of the still-un
solved $34,000 Auburn theft.
After Sleeper's remarks. Rep
Alexander A. MacNichol. Eastport
Democrat, inquired, amid laughter,
whether there was "any require
ment of mental maturity by mem
bers of the House."
Representative Cleveland Sleeper
Sleeper replied he believed the
of Rockland, who cost the State only requisite was that the mem
$4000—and how.
ber be over 21 years of age.

the members to the gaseous, verbal
blitzkrieg of Tuesday."
He referred, he said to the ap
pearance before a special investi
gating committee of Fulton J.
Redman. Democratic candidate for
Governor, who discussed for two
hours the Auburn registry theft of
1938 and Brooklawn Memorial Park,
a Portland cemetery association.
Sleeper, who had sponsored the

leadership of Mrs. John Hughes has
17 1 3 14 10 4
a variety booth, containing many
1 0 0 0 0—1
Rockland
interesting and novel items. Assist
1 0 0 0 2--3
ing Mrs. Hughes are Princess Arad- Rockport
Two base hits. Ellis. Thompson.
do Niscemi, Mrs. Angelo Ginaboldi.
Mrs. Chris Windvond, Mrs. David Bohndell. hit by pitcher, Starr.
Connelly. Mrs. Morgan Hebard. Mrs. Bases on balk, off Merrill 2. off
Morris, Mrs. Ralph Crimmins, Miss Phlsholm 1. Struck out. by Merrill
Anr.a Coynes. Miss Helen Doherty 2. by Chisholm 2. Umpire Newbury,
and Miss Alice Clancy. Also Cam- Szorer. Maude Winchenbach.
den has a flower booth presided over
by the Misses Helen Hughes. Peggy Camden 6. Thomaston 5
Hebard. Eleanor Dougherty, Wilma
With Thomaston meeting Cam
den for the first time cf the season.
Dougherty. Alice Morris.
Games are under the especial Camden got the verdict after a
supervision of Benedict Dowling fine perforrnai.ee by both teams |
The Thomaston boys were a little
and John Ranlett, they are varied
and many and will test the skill of slow getting on to Boynton, but
the best. Miss Anna Flynn is chair- finally did with a bang. Outstar.dman of the Grab Bag and Misses ing plays were two beautiful catchLucille Treat, Georgia Treat and j es by Upham and Leadbetter. Due
Vina Delmonico will assist.
to the tall grass ln the outfield
A band concert is scheduled for Lord received credit for a home
the evening along with all the rest run. The score;
and is in the hands of Thomas (amdui
ab r bh e
Fleming, the construction is su
5 0 2 0
pervised by Thomas Chisholm with Miller. 3b ................
numerous willing workers, the elec Heald, 2b ....................... 5
trician is John LaCrosse and Woodward, cf. c............ 5
Cashier Agnes Flanagan.
Baum. c. cf .............
This will be a grand Summer Lord, ss ...... ............
event and if tlie weather makes it Wadsworth, lb .....
impossible to hold it on that day, Richards, lf. p
the date will be the newt fair day Crockett, rf ............
The soul redeemed united and restored.
There pre many awards and prizes Boynton, p, lf .........
Will realize Its infinite reward
i And you hls perfect emblem, here are to be given away and the party
left.
Of almost all your dearest friends
starts at 2 p. m.

\"/

Arico. 2b ............ 3
Williams, rf ........ 3
Cole, lf ................ 2

Twilight League

Catholics Of Rockland and
Vicinity Expect a RecordBreaker Next Tuesday

And the Lord make you to In
crease and abound in love, one
toward another and toward all men.
—1 Thess 3: 12.

Felt, c ......................

Every-Other-Day
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According to the Agricultural
' Marketing Service, this year's pota
to crop for tlie country as a whole
will be about 371.000.000 bushels.
For the 30 late States, not includ
ing the early potato crop in Cali
fornia. 1940 prospects Indicate a
little less than 288.000.000 bushels.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

EXCURSION EVERY SUNDAY

Every Sunday up to and including Sept. 15. excursions will be
run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delirious Shore Dinners lf desired at
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.

For a Long. Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—$'» Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
for Swan's Island and way landings.

For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
flours—take thc beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.

Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
9 o'clock. Daylight Time, and Arrive Bark in the Late Afternoon.

Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven. $1.50; North Haven, $150;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.

786tf

Thomaston

TENANT'S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson of
Searsport visited Sunday afternoon
with Mr and Mrs Edwin Wheeler
Mrs. Carrie Hobart of Milford.
Mass., and daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Aaron Hobart of Caryville, Mass.,
have been spending the past three
days Vith Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wheeler, and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Wheeler en route to a visit in Her
mon and LewLston.
Friends of Mr. and MrsAaron
Mont of West Hartford, Conn., have
been guests the past two weeks at
Waneset Inn.
ChUrch Notes
Pastor Smith's messages Sunday
at the Church on the Hill wiU be
"Distant Discipleship'' and "Re
member Jesus Christ" for morning
and evening respectively.
The
morning service which meets at
10.30 will have an anthem by the
choir and a special solo by Mrs.
Abbott of New York City.
The evening service will have the
usual five-minute presentation of
a current topic in the light of Scrip
tural prophecy. This meeting will
be followed by a special Observance
of the Lord's Supper.
The puipit will be filled for the
next three Sundays by supplies—
Aug. 4, Rev. Richard Gray of
Montclair, N. J., A*ug. 11 by Rev.
John Sivewrigtit of Binghamton.
N. Y., and Aug. 18 by Rev. Guy
Mark of Concord, N. H, Pastor
Springer who has been called to
this field will assume his duties
here Aug. 25.

ab r bh c
4 0 2 0
Woodcock, lb ....
4 12
1
1
Watts, lf ..........
4 110
D. Sawyer, c. 3b
C. Mackie. 3b. c............ 4 2 2 1
O Hawkins. 2b
—3120
C. Smith, ss ................. 2 0 0 3
Leadbetter. cf ............... 4 0 0 0
Upham, rf ..................... 3 0 0 0
H. Sawyer, p................. 3 0 0 0

V. F. STUDLEY
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
1 have several Houses and Farms at
Very Reasonable Prices
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
at once
Terms ran be arranged on some of them.

283 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1154 OR 330

FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET

31 5 7 5
Two base hits, C. Mackie, MiUer,
Wadsworth. Home run, Lord. Hit
by pitcher. Smith. Struck out. by
Sawyer 5, by Boynton 1. Base on
balls, off Sawyer 2, off Boynton 2.
• • • •

SIT&Stf

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW

Twilight Topics

Rockport and Thomaston have
both added strength and now there
is no team- in the league that is
a weak sister.
Bunny Thompson, "Bull" Carter,
Bob Gardner and Cuccinello all of
Rockland help Rockport, while C.
Mackie, Hawkins, Anderson and
Smith of St. George aid Thomas
ton. When the center and left field
ers have to holler over to right
field to ask him if he caught thc
ball thats foggy.
"It is very pleasing to note that
we are beginning to receive some
good support from the fans.” says
Doug Anderson manager of the
Thomastqn team.
• • • •

The Camden Shells will play the
Keyes Fibre Co.'s team from Fairfield at Camden Sunday afternoon,
the game to be called at 3 o’clock.
The Sunday games are drawing well
The Jyly (1940i report of the U. in Camden.
S. Civil Service Commission shows
With all the blowing in Chicago
895 persons employed on the White
we
failed to hear any mention of
House staff On March 4, 1933, the
White House staff numbered only the New Deal'.-; greatest achieve
ment—their fifty billion dollar debt.
44 persons.

For Your “Rent Money”
Buy a home through
a Savings Bank mort
gage and your “rent
money” in
many
cases will pay off the
mortgage.

Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of thc
simplest.

Consider these advantages:

1.

Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
individually to meet your own particular situ
ation.

2.

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.

3.

5% on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in I 5 years.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1KGR.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

66stl
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Mtss Marilyn Cates is at Camp
Tanglewood for the season.

Clifford Oardner goes on a va
cation tonight from hls duties at
Hotel Rockland.

An interesting program of music

July 27 Reunion of Rockland High
School, class of 19B0 at Crescent Beach has been arranged for the annual
Inn
July 30 Lawn party of St. Bern 1 concert of the Thomaston Baptist
ard s Parish
Choral Society, on Wednesday,
July 31—Thomaaton—Annual concert
I July 31 at 7 45.
of Baptist Choral Society
Julv 31—South Thomaston ForgetMe Not Chapter, OES lair In Ma
sonic hall
The annual meeting of the Ameri
Aug 1 Warren Joint meeting of
Woman's Club and Alumni Associa can Red Cross will be held July
tion at Town hall
! 29 at 4 o'clock in the Red Cross
Aug 1—Hope- Orange Fair
Aug 1-23—Annual Summer reunion olfice. Bicknell Block. Main street.
of Castine Normal School at . Sandy
Point.
All interested are urged to attend.
Aug 2 and A Warren- 140th anni
versary observance at Baptist Church
Aug 2- Rockland High School clasa , A great racing picture, done ln
of 1915 reunion at Crescent Beach Inn.
Aug. 3 (11 a m l State Trophy Dedl-| technicolor, with all the thrills
cation and Field Day at Cement Plant.
. , , _ _ ...
Aug 4 Pleasant Valley Grange pic- , Which go \\ ith a racing picture is
nic at Crockett s Beach
I ••Marv’land ”
which
cottipk
tn
Aug 5—Union — Eastern Star field Mdrjiana,
wmcn
comes
io
day.
Strand Theatre for Sunday, Monmen's
8P°rt- day and Tuesday. In the star cast

picnic

wVh"nAor?'u‘ner“hos^.h

I are Waltor Brennan, Pay Bainter.

Aug. »—Thomaston — First summer Brenda Joyce and Charlie Ruggles.
Theatre Play at Watta hall.
j
.
,,, ,
Aug 10 Limerock Valley Pomona Other Strand features are. WedriAugD‘ir4‘tM«un.vBu<!?1
Orel. nfcs<lay and Thursday- "Turnabout."
fair at orange hall.
I with Adolphe Menjou, Carole Lanlibrary
Head -Church falr at dis and John Hubbard; Friday and

*“«.Warrcn _Concert at Baptist
Church.
Aug 16 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play
Series at Watta hail
Aug. 20-23—Union Fair.
Aug 23 —i Thomaston — Pine Tree
8tagers. third Summer Theatre Play

Saturday, "Private Affairs," with
Nancy Kelley, Robert Cummings,
__.
. „ , _ .
. —
Hugh Herbert and Roiand Young.
______

Announcement is made of the

Aug. 36- Three Quarter Century Club concert to be given by Ralph Berkomeeto at Old Orchard Beach.
witz and Vladimir Bokoloff at the
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook
Orange fair.
I Capt. Eells' Boat Barn, Rockport,
Aug 27-29— Damariscotta Fair.
(
,,
o ™ - ...
Aug 28 Reunion, class 1930. rhs on Sunday, AlUg. 11, at 8.30 p. m.
Aug 30 — Thomaston -- Pine Tree They wUl again appear in a proStagere fourth Summer Theatre Play
series st Watts hail
| gram of compositions for one piano,
Aug 31-Sept 3-Blue HtU fair.
,our
slm,lar tQ
Qf

Summer which won such high ac-

REUNIONS

July 2S—Crockett family at St Clair clalm 'n'«se brilliant young plancottage Ash Point.
kt® wWl feature on their program
Aug 1—'Ingraham Famlly: 60th anDual, at Penobscot View Orange hall, works by six composers, all of which
Olen Cove.
Aug 14—Hall family: 35th annual, were conceived for this combina
at Penobscot Grange hall. Olen Cove tion. The skilled performers and
Aug 14—Calderwood family: 44th
annual at Mr and Mrs James Cal- the unusual program should draw a
derwood's. Waldoboro.

large audience.
The Rockland Aero Club has
BORN
completed arrangements for thc
Wuodnun At Rockland. July 20. to
purchase of a plane.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Woodman, a son
—Arthur.

—At Hartford. Conn . July 20.
Schooner Grace A Alice. Capt. toNichols
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth E Nichols
Cecil Carver, discharged salt this iMim Tower i a eon—Thomas Ben
week for the Ram? dell Packing Co ,am'“
I
MARRIED
Rev. C. H Olds' residence on
Miller-PelUranl- At St
Bernard's
Beech street is being occupied until Church. Rockland. July 27. Buddie
J»me» Mlller and Anna Marie PelllSept. 4 by the family of Earl M. canl. both of Rockland—By Rev Fr
John Cummings
Anderson of Philadelphia.
Pepkello-Doe At Rockland. July 22

Beginning today the girls of the
local NYA project. Community
Building, will make an exhibition of
their handicraft in the window of
the What-Not Gift Shop.
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Samuel Peplcello of Owls Head and
Irene Doe of East Friendship—By Rev
Corwin H Olds

A BANQUET FOR MORAN

CH U RCH ES

Associates Express Their Sincere Regret
Over His Departure From Washington

SERMONETTE
Former Congressman Edward , trial course off Rockland.
Carlton Moran. Jr., who completes There were speeches saying what
his duties as a member of the Unit- splendid services Moran has Tend
ed States Maritime Commission In cred to the Merchant marine, both
a few days was tendered a farewell ln Congress and on the commission,
banquet in Washington Thursday fastering a merchant marine worthy
night, and the story is interesting- of a great nation.
ly told by the Press Herald's corMore than 100 guests were presrespondent at the National Capl- ent at the Raleigh Hotel where the
tol. It follows:
1 dinner was held, Including officials
• • • •
of the government connected with
It wasn't all merriment at the the merchant marine, and represenfarewell dinner given tonight for tatives of shipbuilders and shlpMarittme Commissioner E. C. Moran owners.
by his friends of the maritime cir- i Maritime Commissioner Thomas
cles here. Everybody tried to be E. Woodward was there, and Cornvery jovial, but you know how lt mander H. L. Vickery, aide of Ad
is with these farewell parties. Mo- I mlral Land; Executive Director of
ran, who for four years, was Con- , the Commission F. D. Schell; Gengressman from the Second Malnq oral Counsel Carl Farbach .and forDistrict, did not run for re-election mer Counsel Bon Geaslin and many
and was appointed for a five-year other commission officials. Among
term on thc Maritime Commission, the shipping men were R. R.
Moran resigned in June, effective in Adams, vice president and secretary
Aug. 1 with a term still to run till of the Grace Lines; Mathew
Apill of 1942.
j O'Hearn of the United Fruit; J. L.
Toastmaster was Admiral Henry Slater, vice president of the AmeriA. Wiley, senior member of the' can Export Lines; Inman Payne,
Maritime Commission, in the ab- i vice president of the Cosmopolitan
senoe of Admiral Emory S. Land, J Shipping Company; Joseph T.
chairman. On behalf of those pres- I Lykes of the Lykes Line; L. D.
ent. Moran was presented with a Parmalee of the AGWI Lines; A.
ship'- clock and a miniature model V. Moore of Moore-MacCormack
of the S3. Red Jacket. When the Lines Lines; Roscoe B Hupper of
Commission started building its Tenant's Harbor, Me., who ls an admodern cargo ships, lt decided to miralty lawyer ln New York.
name 20 of them after 20 of the old
Moran made a little speech; he
clipper ships which made recordsj was iememberlie’that he was Icavaround the Horn. The Maine-built! ing this group w th whom hr has
clippers didn't go round the horn so 1 been associated for so long, and
much, but a Rockland-built clipper even though the departure ls by his
the Red Jacket, holds the sailing own choice, there was foreboding of i
record from New York to Liverpool. I nostalgia in it.
So Moran got one of the Commls- ‘ Moran said in resigning that busision ships named Red Jacket, and . news and family reasons made it
what's more he had it documented' necessary for him to return to
to Rockland, instead of the Kearny, j Maine The recent death of his
N. J. yard where it was built. And ; father left no one to manage their .
there was quite a celebration at j Insurance business; his mother is,
Rockland when the new Red Jacket' in frail health, and besides, Moran
came there for its trials. Moran says, he wants to live ln Maine more
has fixed it so that Maritime Com- than any place else on earth, and
mission trials arc held at the Navy . that's what he is going to do.

“Come and

See"

I

The Bible abounds in intimate
little pictures—gems of truth
The day after Jesus' baptism,
in the Jordan, John, with two
disciples, stood and watched
Jesus as He walked upon the
highway. Still ringing in John's
ears were Ood's words of tlie
day before: "This is My beloved
Son in whom I am well pleased."
Folliwlng Jesus with his eyes,
John aald impulsively, “Behold
the Lamy of Gcd!" The two
disciples heard this and the}'
followed Jtau. Scon the Master
became aware that He was fol
lowed, (limed ar.d esked, "What
seek ye?" a.'.d tliey said, "Rabbi,
where fseliezt tivv'C’
Jesus said, "Come and see.”
Men have thus followed Him.
in every age since, and to those
who have truly sought Him, He
has given the same invita/tion,
"Come and see."
Did Christ leave these follow
ers on the street while He walked
on alone?
Ah! No. He took them home
and they stayed the day with
Him. One was Andrew, Simon
Peter's brother. Sometime dur
ing that visit Andrew gave hls
heart to Christ. Today the ex
pression would be, “he became
converted."
• We know he had been, for he
reacted as millions have. His
heart filled with the love of God.
he went in search of his own
brother. He could not contain
himself. "We have found the
Christ," and he brought him to

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

NOW ON DISPLAY AT SEARS CONVENIENT ORDER OFFICE

h

Jesus.

11

This is complete evidence that
Andrew was a converted man.
A simple story and homely
scene, out of the past; it has
been duplicated countless times
since then. Attracted to Jesus,
the Master invites all to come
and see. Then almost the next
step is to bring others to Jesus
Christ.
—William A. Holman

NOTICE!

Seaplane Service

FRESH PEAS

T

BURPEE’S

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

Good Will Grange Sewing Circle
ice twill begin at 3 o’clock. The
of South Warren with invited guests
quartet will sing and the message ' At a recent meeting of Northport
will be given by the pastor. At 6.30 Grand View Grange it was voted to ; met Wednesday at the home of the
' President Lula Libby.
the church will have its final young
people's service. Several young peo start a series of public suppers wit.i ) The commodious farm house furple will speak and sing. The so Thelma Wood, chairman. The first! nished ample room for the setting
j up of two long tables, at the head
ciety wll! be officially organized supper will be Aug. 1 at 6.30.
within thc next two weeks. The | Mrs. Mae Woodbury offered to °r one of which seats of honor.
,
,
.
,
i were given Miss Ella Copeland and
evening service will begin at 7 30. sponsor a three-act
play to be given
Mrs. Rose Marshall as the oldest
This will be the closing service of H
w..................
....
last of the month and Ruth [ presfnt lhclr combined ages totalthis series of tent meetings. Tlie
quartet will sing and the pastor Brown was appointedchairman of I lng 171 years At the other uble
preach. An announcement will be a c°mmlttee t0 raise fund®
any the honor seats were given Misses
made in Tuesday's issue as to where other manner possible for the bene- Elhel and
ppnny of New York
the Nazarene Church will conduct flt of thc Oran8cand New Jersey as being guests
its services.
' 11 was also voted to sen‘1 Mr's from farthest away.
• ♦ • •
Thelma E. Wood to the New Eng-, At (he clQSe Qf the business meetland Grange Lecturer s Conference ! lng an jmpr<)mptu program was pre
At St. Peter s Church (Episcopal!
in Burlington, Vt. Aug. 19 to 22
sented with a dress rehearsal, reclRev. E. O Kenyon, j-ector. the serv
The next meeting of Grand View tatjons py tlie gUests, readings by
ices for tomorrow will be appro Grange will be Aug. 15. wl.en plans the members and flnale slnglng of
priate for the 10th Sunday after will be made for Neighborhod nlghi „0od Blfsg Amerlca
Trinity. Matins at 7.10; Holy Com Aug. 29. F. Ardine Richardson.!
____________
munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and
SPECIAL
GRANGE MEETINGS
sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30. lude and big sing. Mr. MacDonald's
High Priest of Demeter, Charles
Weekday Masses on Thursday and subject will be, “The King Is Pass
M. Gardner of Springfield. Mass., is
Friday at 7 a. ai.
ing By." MLss Grant will sing. This in Maine for a series of meetings.
• • • •
I will be the pastor's last service be- He will be accompanied by the State
The subject of the sermon at the 1 fore vacation. All the services of Master and an invitation is extend
First Baptist Church Sunday will the church will ro on as usual with ed to all Patrons wherever possible
be “Why?" Lorimor Dixon of guest preachers occupying the to attend.
Waterville will be the guest or pulpit
Sunday, the High Priest will speak
ganist for the day. Miss Gladys
nt two church services—at 10.30 a.
Orant will be the soloist. The
All Sunday school classes meet m. at Jeflerson. and at 2 30 p. m. at
church school with classes for all at 9.30 tomorrow at the Methodist Poland. To reach Empire Grove,
ages will be held at noon. The Church. At 10.30 Dr. Wilson will ! turn across bridge at Minot Corner.
Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour will preach "God and the Innocent.” i
------------------open at 6.15. The people's evening There will be no evening service ’ Always think before you act, but
service with Mr. Dixon at the or Mid-week prayer meeting is held don't think too long about angan will open at 7.30 with the pre- at 7 o'clock Tuesday.
swerlng Intersting classified offers.

Rev. Corwin H. Olds and family
are occupying the Charles Oregory
DIED
cottage at Crescent Beach, while
lenfest-iAt Rockland. July 26. Wil the pastor ls on his annual vaca
In 31 States Farmers
liam C Lenfest of Thomaston, aged
80 years. 2 months. 13 davs Funeral tion. One week from Monday, Mr
Ordered
Two Million
Sunday at 2 o'clock from Davla chapel, Olds and his son Anson goes to
“Truth” is the subject of the
Thomaston.
Tons
of
Materials
Strange scallop shells dug out of
Gecenhelmer At Union. July 25. Potsdam. N. Y., with the I52d Field
tlie Lesson-Sermon that will be
j a clay bank at Bailey's Island by El Jacob E Oegenhelmer native of Phil Artillery to attend the First Army
Tlie
Agricultural Adjustment read in all Churches of Christ,
adelphia. aged 59 years. 2 months. 7
roy Johnson, were shown to H. W. days Funerol services In Philadel manoeuvers, lasting three weeks. I Administration
announces that Scientist, throughout the world, *
phia
Look. Rockland lobster dealer, this
Woodman At Rocklond. July 20. Ar It ls expected that there will be i farmers ordered mQre thgn 300(x>0 July 28. The Golden Text is; "O
thur.
Infant
aon
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Ar

week, and he has been exhibiting
12,000 men in camp.
God. my heart is fixed; I will sing
thur Woodman
tons of liming materials under thc
one of them to interested persons
Hunt At Thomaston. July 24. Deha
and give praise, even with my glory
E.
wife
of
Bertron
W
Hunt,
aged
66
at his Southend establishment. yean. 9 months. 23 days Funeral Sat
Climbing roses are skyward in grant of aid program during June, j For thy mercy is great above the
A sample sent to Bowdoin College urday at 1 o'clock from the residence their beauty of strength and the bringing the total for the year to heavens: and tby truth reacheth
Interment ln Thomaston cemetery
evoked a report that this particu I Correction ]
j unto the clouds." (Psalms 108:
city homes have many of the finest approximately 2,000.000 tons.
lar breed of scallops was of a tropivarieties. What was that old poem
. 1. 4). The citations from the Bible
CARD OF THANKS
The
report,
which
includes
the
31
cal nature, possibly thousands cf
To the many friends, neighbors and about. "The roses spill upon the
1 include the following passages:
States where the grant of aid pro "Rejoice in the Lord, O ye right- ’
relatives who so kindly remembered
years old.
m». during my stny In Sisters Hospital air, their wealth of perfume every
----------------------I Waterville with letters, cards and where; The rambler with its scar gram is in operation, shows that , eous; for praise is comely for thc
Awnines large
small hammnrt
°wers'hours
whichand
helped
to mention
pass away
Awnings,
large or
or small,
nammoex nlonely
6peci»i
of let beauty, finds its colors with all farmers so far this year have ord- uppright.
For the word of the
lered 1,998,705 tons of lime, 140,395
tops, chair backs and seats, boat ’be great kindness of Mr and Mrs
Lord is right; and all his works are
...
.
,
.
James Maclaughlln; also to the hoe- nature truly, The sun looks down
COVers. All sorts Of canvas work, pltal and doctors for all they did and winks an eye, to see such glory tons of concentrated (45% to 48% > done in truth” (Psalms 33:1, 41.
my sincere thanks
super-phesphate and 76X-14 tons of
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W.. for me. I expressRobert
• • • •
8 Simmons
neath the sky." That may not be
16 Willow St.
73-tf! Ea*t Warren
20 percent superphosphate.
quoted correctly, but it expresses
At the Congregational Church the ]
Lime and superphosphate are service of public worship is at 10.30 |
CARD OF THANKS
the writer's feelings even better
used in carrying out approved AAA a. m., with music by the mixed quar- [
The members of Owls Head Grahee than the original did.
wish to thank the Rockland merchant!
HOPE GRANGE FAIR
soil-building practices. The AAA tet, Mrs. Faith Berry at the organ.
who contributed toward the annua!
THURSDAY, AUG. 1
I Oranite Fair and all others who heloed
furnishes these materials to farm- Continuing his series of sermons on 1
The
baseball
attraction
at
Com

I Sale of Fancy Work, Grabs, Cooked In any way toward making the Fair
ers
participating in the agricultural! ,.pen p,ctures
thp Bible... Rev
' Food and Candy in the Afternoon a fucce“
munity Park Suday afternoon will
Owls Head Orange No 563
conservation program, ln place of Corw,n „ o,ds win preach on „A
Entertainment—Dancing
be the game between the Pirates
and the Nine Red Aces of Old ca^ conservation payments
Man Clothed in Camel's Hair."
Supper 5 to 7 o'clock
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Judge Edward K. Gould
Amounts of superphosphate and i
....
*
9-90
Town.
The Vinalhaven Chiefs
Rockland. Me.. July 25. 1940
lime
furnished
to
Maine
farmer
1
j
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial
BapAt the annual meeting of the Knox had been scheduled, but were un
Memorial Asaoclatlon of which the
through June 28 were: Concentrat- tist Church, the pastor, Rev. C. A
lcte Judge Edward K Gould was a able to make the trip at this time.
FRANCIS I. TILLSON
valued member. It waa Resol .ed—That The Old Town Indians have one ed superphosphate. 4753 tons; lim- Marstaller, will use as his subject
th* board keenly senses lt« great loss
ing materials, 35,956 tons.
for the morning service “A TransCarpenter and Builder
In the death In November last, of of the strongest teams in the State
Judge Gould who had been i member
-----------------I forming Vision.” Special music will
Association alnce Its Inception. and hope to repeat their victory
1( MEADOW’ RD THOMASTON!1 and(behad
Mrs Clara T. Curtis ha re be provided Bunday School follows
rendered intelligent and
faultless service in the project of earlier in the season over the Pi sumed her duties at Moran's in at 11.45 and Young People's meet- I
PHONE 45-4
budding
the
new
Montpelier
rates. The game starts at 3, and
53Th-S-tT
surance office after a few days ing at 6 o'clock. "The Christian's
It le not fitting here to Indulge In fulsom eulogy, yet to hla associates. Judge should be a corker.
vacation spent in Boston.
Title and Task," will be the pas
Gould typified not alone the court to
be respected, but the good man to be
tor's subject for thc evening service
revered
Five good events were put on at
Tlie die is cast, Beatons Pets are at 7.15, with special music. Mid
Resolved That as a man. citizen
and frler.d, we may say that he had the Park Street Arena last night, to meet the Amocas ln a challenge
In accordance with Governor
week prayer meeting Tuesday eve
a rare cultivated mind and generous before a packed house.
In the softball match one week from next
Barrows' proclamation of June 14,
heart An agreeable man In the com
ning at 7.30.
merre of life he had the simplicity main bout, Carl Lawless was giv
1940, calling for registration of all
Tuesday. Seats are being reserved
• ♦ • *
of manners which belong to strong,
aliens in the State, we, the under-, true natures
en
the
decision
over
Billy
Lancas

He loved hls country,
on the neighboring rooftops.
The Church of the Nazarene will
and always honored the men who
signed request that all such aliens
fought to save the nation, and he was ter of Portland, in a lively sixhold its closing evangelistic services
living in Rockland, appear at the
intensely concerned with the soldiery rounder. In the semi-final, the de
The corridor of the Post Office in the tent at the corner of Pleasant
Assessors' office at once for regis
cf our State. Identifying the graves of
many hereabout who made the su cision was given to K. O. Brieley Ls open Sundays from 10 a. m. to street and Broadway. The messen
tration.
preme sacrifice, and as historian of
(Signed!
our State, as a member of Its militia, over his opponent Slugger Perry 12.30 p. m. and from 5 30 p. m. to ger quartet from East Wollaston,
A. J. Bird.
and as mayor of Rockland there was of Portland. Hal Thompson won 8. p. m. These hours give excellent
Mass., will sing at every service. At
cause for pride In hls keen Insight,
Willis I. Ayer,
and ln hls well earned reputation of a technical knockout on Joe Walk public satisfaction.
2 o’clock there will be a special Sun
Tyler M. Coombs,
good Judgment and sound common
er of Belfast in the top prelim
sense.
day school rally. The afternoon serv77tf
Board of Assessors.
In hls support of truth and honor, which ended in the third round,
It is reported Secretary of the In
ln the affairs of men. and hls love
cf righteousness, so would we carry a and Ralph Skinner also scored a terior Harold Ickes has said that
coronal of laurel to hls last resting
technical on Tippy Larson in the if President Roosevelt ls re-elected
place
Be It further Resolved That these first prelim. The opener was a for a third term he will resign his
resolutions be entered upon our
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN,
records, and a copy transmitted to draw between Harold Marston and position. This is the most powerful
thc famlly of Judge Gould.
NORTH HAVEN
and convinving third term argu
William Boardman.
KNOX MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION.
ment we have heard to date.
By Jarvis C. Perry. Trustee
Leave Daily Except Sunday
90 It
Plans for the annual Summer
Standard Time
Rockland,
8. A. M„ 2.15 P. M.
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper concert of the Warren BaptistVinalhaven,
R.15 A.M., 2.30 P. M.
Kettle. Hat sale, midsummer straw Church, under tihe direction of
North Haven. 8.25 A. M.. 2.40 P. M.
hats, $1.—adv.
90-lt Chester O. Wyllie, are shaping up
$2.00 EACH WAV
FOR SALE
in a satisfactory manner. The
chorus rehearsals are particularly
ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
EARL WOODMAN
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
encouraging, with a large number TEL. 151-12,
ASH POINT, ME.
65-tf
HERE cannot but be
of local and assisting singers attend
90* lt
comfort as well as pride
ing. The present schedule for
in the thought that the
choral numbers includes: Vagabond
memorial chosen, placed and
Song by Eaton Fanning; God of
dedicated is the finest that
it is possible to acquire. Mod
all Nature, a setting of the Andante
est or imposing, Guardian
from Tschaikovsky’s "Fifth Sym
Memorials represent beauty
LAKEHURST
phony;" Onward. Ye Peoples" by
unsurpassed — permanence
DAMARISCOTTA, ROUTE 1
that endures through centuries
Sibelius. The men’s chorus will
Ambulance
Service
to come. They are surprisingly
FUNERAL HOME
sing DeKoven’s “Recessional" and
Dick Poulin and his
reasonable in price.
•
"Ole
Uncle
Moon"
by
Charles
Ambassadors of Swing
The Guardian Memorial Bond h
Ambulance Service
ao everlasting guarantee.
Scott. The date of the concert has
9.00 to 1.00—D.S.T.
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
been set definitely as Thursday, Aug.
OPEN AIR DECK
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
190. 781-1 or 781-11
FUNERAL HOME
15. at 8 o'clock, and as usual there
INC.
8
CLAREMONT
ST.
TEL
082
Thursday, George Goodie
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
will be no admission charge, simply
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
BOCKLAND. ME.
BOCKLAND, ME.
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
and his Orchestra
N-U a silver collection to be used in the
118-tf

Used Grant Lime

DANCE TONIGHT

Ml

State Master, will be guest speaker
at that time.
Waldo County Pomona will meet
Aug. 6 with Grand View Grange for
an evening meeting. Supper will be
.served at 7 o'clock.

.
OTS
COLDS

JrIces IN SEARS «'sTOW,

55' ?ER MONTH
Buys This Fullv
Equipped 6.3 cu\

I

COLDSPOT

L

w
wzy

$5 I)'iwn
J

1

-3- $

f

-----------

t«.ew,.n,c.............

(SiQrr

Only $6.50 Per Month Buys ...

This 1940 Sensation

6.2 E!: COLDSPOT
De Luxe [quipped

'■

COMPARABLE TO THOSE
SOLD ELSEWHERE AT >200

HOW OXLY...

50
$6.50 Month

(Usual
Carrying
Charge)
The last word in beauty and convenience! Stainless steel shelves, stack
able Foodex with two porcelain drawers and glass shelves, meat stor
age tray with aluminum cover, convenient Handibin, everything you
ever hoped for m this Coldspot Every inch sturdy steel White Dulux
Enamel Exterior, easy to-clean porcelain interior Free-ses 105 icecubes
—fast! See this beautyl

Our Bargain Thriller
6.2 CU. FT. COLDSPOT
tfCULM VUVE ELSEWHCkf H3(
No refngera tor anywhere gives you
much for your money! Come in and
let ua tell you al) about its many fea
tures that mean greater refrigeration
efficiency You’ll agree this COLD
SPOT is the BIG BARGAIN!

95
g» Monthly
-

(Usual
Carrying
Charge)

Purchatei totaling ten dollars or more
may be made on Sears Easy Payment Plan

. SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO;
CATALOG ORDER OFFICE
433 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

SPEEDY
DELIVERY...
Low Shipping
Rates

TELEPHONE 1380

WALDOBORO
££ ££
LOUISE MTUUhg
Ccrrespondea(

Every-Other-Day
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What Oklahoman Saw Boothbay Playhouse
Some Interesting Impres
sions of Rockland Gained
By Westerner

Happy Hope Farm
Wherein Mrs. Savage
Meets Talented Workers
and Her Husband a Buddy

WARREN
« «««

Cripples’ Friend

Heads B. P. O. Elks

AliENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

v:

SENTEIbCRANES
A BARGAIN IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Tel «
Tel. 37
A misty Sunda.v but with God's
I like the comfortable climate,
help I am planning to get over to
W. N. Reivo of Fitchburg. Mass.. J
Mrs. Lillian Vannah has been the beautiful surroundings and the
Warren to church, riding over with secretary of the Finnish American
recent guest of her daughter, Mrs. invigoratingly cool ocean atmos
Misses’ and Women’s
our good neighbor. Mr. Laiho. Then League of Democracy, which was
Claude Athearn in Rockland.
phere of Rockland. It is aptly
some friend among the church lormed the past winter, will be
Miss Katherine Bishop of Bloom
people brings me home.
named, is Rockland of the "rockheard tonight at Glover hall on a
field, N. J., is visiting her cousin,
Speaking again of our neighbors. Finnish Relief program, his address i
bound
coasts
of
Maine.
”
It
wouldn't
Miss Janice Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Laiho. we have found ent’tied “The situation in Finland
Ralph Lovell of Sanford was do for its people to build glass
Sherwood Keith the executive them real kindly folk and excep- and tlie Need for Relief.'' Mr. Reivo
overnight guest Thursday of his houses; with rocks so handy the director of the Boothbay Playhouse, tlonally talented. Mrs. Laiho has spoke at the Finnish American 1
mother, Mrs. John H. Lovell. Upon temptation would be too great.
returned to the footlights for the many beautiful examples of her League of Democracy picnic Sunday
The quarries are a most noticehis return he was accompanied by
first time tliis season to play tne work with loom and needle, each in Union, in West Rockport. Tues
Mrs. Lovell who will visit with him able feature of Uie Rockland area
----- --------- —
*riw„
leading role In "Love from a piece exquisite and perfect in every day on "The Versailles Treaty,” and
for a tune and by his daughter ,
*
Stranger,” the exciting melodrama detail. One table cloth was made Thursday in Thomaston on "Why
Marilyn who had spent the past indiscriminately. A person could
.tin
» nnarrv baj*d on an Agatha Christie rays- | in the pattern our Colonial ances- the German Republic Collapsed.''
three weeks with her grandmother,
digging and dig up a quarry
will be seen for Uie last tors used in making bed-spreads
most anywhere. Even the streets
7
,
„ ...
wu spicauo All lectures were in Finnish,
Mrs. Lovell.
are paved with rock At that it tune at tle Boolhbay Playhouse and table cloths, proving that these
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett of
Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and chil. • isn't so different from Oklahoma ton*ht' Mr Ke‘U' U c°-°wner of' patterns were not common to any Somerville, Mass., arrived Thurs
dren of Nobleboro spent Friday I
of rQck we) this Summer theatre which was one European country, but were day to pass tlie coining month at
with her mother, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy J.Oklahoma dj up ojl. and 'e 'built in 1937 and Is playing this j known and used by skilled needle the home of Mrs. F. D. Starrett.
EADING the Benevolent and
• Large Assortment
Miss Elizabeth Jameson has re- |
hig.hwavs wlth lt>
I season to reaord-breaking audi- ; workers and weavers of different
Mrs. Henry Rogers of Lexington.
Protective Order of Elks as its
turned from a visit with relatives
' ences. He has announced that next I nationalities.
Another resemblance: The ce
Mass., who has been guest the past new Grand Exalted Ruler is Joseph
• Regular 1.00
. weeks Wednesday-through-Saturin New York.
Speaking again of exceptional week of her aunt, Mrs. E. B. Clark, G. Buch, of Trenton, N. J. Buch,
ment storage sil06 at the cement i
.
IVilliam Fitzgerald, son of Mr.
,
.
, day attraction will be the rapid- talent, how many know that Rock
has been Joined there this weekend who is general chairman of the New
mill are almost exact replicas of
,
j ..... ..
• 80 Squares
.
,
lire farce-comedy, "Meet the Wife. land possesses a real artist in the
and Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald and a
Oklahoma s wheat storage ele
by Mr. Rogers, with whom she will Jersey Slate Elks Crippled Chil
graduate of Waldoboro High School
person of one of it's popular physi return Sunday
dren's Committee; chairman of the
vators.
has been awarded a year scholar
cians? I refer to Dr. Walter Hall.
The contrast between Rockland's. SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. William Stickney New Jersey Crippled Children's £
ship to Wesleyan University in
I had the great pleasure of view- and son WUliam arrived today from Commission and chairman of the
and Maine's, rocky shores and the
Or. and Mrs. Edward Tinney of
New Jersey Unemployment Compen
Middletown, Conn.
sandy shores of California brings Quincy, Mass., are spending a two ing a collection of sketches and Framingham. Mass., to spend two sation Commission, is credited with
OTHER UPSTAIRS BARGAINS
Miss Priscilla Storer ls on a mo up the parable of Uie two men who weeks' vacaUon in Uie Tinney cot- I paintings Dr. Hall has in his office
weeks' vacation with Mr. and Mrs. accomplishing one of the natton't moat
tor trip through the White Moun built houses, one on sand, the other tage.
i and waiting room. He has that Joseph Stickney.
outstanding achievements in caring
tains and the Berkshires, as guest
ANKLETS
CRETONNES
■ on rock Sand ls nice, but rock is ' Lavon B. Oodfrey and Miss Etlie! rare talent in an artist—the ability
Maurice Hahn and Miss Susie for the needs of New Jersey's IS,000
All Colors; Women's, Misses'
New Shipment This Week
of friends.
much more practical and perma- Holbrook were in Rockland Sunday 1
express on .canvas and paper Hahn have returned from Boston crippled children. A prominent hotel
Mrs. Howard Solenburger and
10c
10c yard
nent. And the people of Maine to attend the funeral of Miss Hoi- an atmospheric effect, without where they passed several days to man. and a former president of the
Miss Grace Yorke visited Friday in
seem as solidly rounded In social, brook's grandfather, Elmer Hoi- which the most perfectly executed be near their sister, Miss Harriet New Jersey State Hotel Association,
ENAMELWARE
Rockland.
' political, and moral fundamentals brook.
picture lacks its’ highest charm Hahn, a patient at the Massachu Buch will direct the activities of more
SILK HOSIERY
SAl'CF PANS, ETC.
than 500.000 Elks in nearly 1700
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter whl
Full Fashioned—Pure Silk
setts Memorial Hospital, where she lodges throughout the United States
. cs
i
tlrcir sliores &re in rock.
\frs L C Elwell hue returned and reality.
9c
conduct a vacation Bible School in
H vcifi.iehi
reiurneu
In a lovely picture of a boat sail underwent a major operation. Site and its possessions.
Liberty next week
Willard McKnignt
home from several days visit with
OTHER PIECES to 39c
55c
ing over the ocean waves, one can is recovering satisfactorily.
Misses Orel* and Helen Ralph are
Mr and Mrs CliKord Ewe11 on
actually feel the breeze.
Ii
Mass, I p
Nina Toomey of Arlington, Mass,
j.
ID*
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard . WEST ROCKPORT
Burnt Island.
is spending the Summer at the KeCOrdlllgS 111 KCVICW
Fales in Rockland.
I George Grant, Robert and Horace j Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wotton and sketches made in Mexico one feels
the sun beating down on the warm home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler.
-------Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hall Black- ' Nickerson of Swampscott, Mass., two daughters of Hyde Park. Mass.,
earth and even into the shadows
These Records May Be
Members of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.,
ington of Boston were callers Fri- have been guests at D. M. Keller's are occupying one of the Winchenof the ancient walls and buildings, who plan to attend the annual pic
Heard At Maine Music
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs B. . the past week.
baugh cottages on Spruce Head
where natives idle in lazy content, nic Tuesday afternoon at "Old
to^^.hr^lInro^^TnrofS
PAIR at Liberty engines for sal*.
Co., Rockland
O. Miller.
1 xtr- a*id Mrs Frederick Griswold island for two weeks.
As I understood. Dr. Hall s talent Stone”, will arrange for their
«
for so cents Ad
cupital oonverslons. cast Iron cjrlln2Un“*.f^«"XnU
for one
h
Waldoboro baseball team plays and Mrs. Griswold's father. Mr
Keith Boynton and Mr and Mrs.
ls entirely natural. Had he chosen lunches by carload, the members
In the line of classics. It gives time. 10 cents for three time.. Five
kr^N, Rd Brlghnm
^ar Harbor Sunday at Bar Harbor. Turner of Summit. N. J. have been John Boynton of East Millinocket
art as his profession I am sure of each group to plan their own this column great pleasure to bring small wont* to a line
Maw ' 27 ’
'l
B
9O-lt
Mr. and Mrs. George Sinclair .of at the L. A. Gray homestead for a motored here Sunday with their
Eauciaire, Mich., have been recent two weeks'vacation.
two daughters. Misses Maude
and [
fuco“?”lunch. Each member will take own some excellent ones this week
STANDING bay for sale, on farm
be r the ranks of the professionals, for dishes. Coffee and cream will be
formerly of Freti Thorndike. Ko Thom
Columbia starts off the list with
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Wood. Tlie Mission Circle metThursday Dorothy Boynton who will
a*ton. Inquire GEORGE MILLER on
1 many popular artists haven't Dr. provided.
a 12-inch disc of Danse MacAbre.
the premises
90*92
Mrs. Sarah Wood of Chicago is now with Mrs. M. J. Oxton.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elj Hall's rare touch. But. perhaps, in
Valerie Robinson, daughter of This is one of Saint Saens best
NEW U S Royal tire, tube and rim.
SMALL saw mill for sale wtth lath
visiting her son James Wood and I Mrs. Frederick Richards and son well on Hewett's Island for sevten ply, lost Friday a. m be and shingle sawing attachment. *35
choosing the medical and surgical Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Robinson, ob known pieces and is recorded by 32'6
Mrs. Wood.
' Carroll and Gerald of Rockport eral weeks.
tween Rockland and Rockport
BAY HUOO IEHTINEN. Long Cove, Te'
90*92
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson were guests Thursday of Mrs
c. Roger Elwell Is ill at his home hrofession' he has given more to served her fourth birthday at her the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. VIEW GARAGE. Inc . Camden 90 it Tenants Harbor 11-12
home Thursday by being hostess to The recording work ls superb and
humanity.
BLACK, white and tan wire haired
GI
ENWOOD
combination
kitchen
of Dorchester, Mass., are passing a Joseph Andrews.
here.
terrier lost Tuesday. Year-old male. range for sale. In perfect condition.
Life here on the farm goes on eight young friends. Present were brings out all the fine qualities of an»wer»
to "ChipsLicense 49526. wore »15 81 NO MAIN ST City
90-92
vacation with his mother, Mrs. An- j John Lane made a brief visit this
Lucille Stone of Waldoboro is
leash and broken rope Please phone
Jean
Pierce
of
Rockland.
Joan
j
this grand number.
me Thompson.
, week with his parents, Mr. and visiting her sister Mrs. Richard about the same, with Mr. Savage
FAIRBANKS Morse DIe*el engine, 4
Information to 321 J. City
89-91
cycles. 40 It p at 600 r p m.. $400 Thia
having to be "chief cook and bottle Mathews, Louise Harding, Gale
From United States records
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson Mrs. Gustave Lane, Mt. Pleasan. Waldron.
FIRST aid kit left at Schofleld-Whlte Is the best buy on the East coast
are spending the weekend in Bos- street.
Muss Helen Meserve entertained washer, as well as gardener I Partridge, Philip Robinson, Sewell come two 12-inch recordings of old Park Monday night Return to AL JAMES J WINN. 27 Glenmont Rd
BERT MILLS. 6 Cedar St . or Courler- Brighton. Mass
90-lt
| Mrs. Oladys Keller was hostess to at supper Thursday Mrs. Dorothy dld drive old Dinah for cultivating Peabody, Kenneth Starrett, James |avorltes ln the classical line The Oaz»tte
89*91
Durrell,
and
Gary
Robinson
Table
DOUBLE planked hull. 64>xl3’k3',
first
is
Mozart's
Divertimento
No.
Miss Joan Bumhelmer ls attend- the Tuesday Club this week The Rippim, Mrs. Helen Wilson, Mrs. one day. but it wasnt easy for me,
BLACK and white bulldog with built by Consolidated 1932. never used
‘pots on backs of all four feet
deck, has 2 shafts. 2 propellors.
ing summer school at Duke Utti- “ext meeting is with Mrs. Harvey callte Raekliff and Mrs. Eugenie though it made me happy to be and room decorations were in rain 11. in D Major. This selection is white
lost;
narnd Mickey; reward
Mrs. 2.300 gal copper gas tanks
Make
bow colors. Valerie received sevHARRY OORDON Warren Tel 1«-3
versity in Durham, N. C.
, Lunden.
Godfrey
of some help
ld< al freighter or party boat, $1200
88
90
lakeher
JAMES
J
WINN.
27
OlenMr. and Mrs. Willis Crowell and
Charlene Heald left Wednesday
Mrs. Eleanor Thompson and son
Yesterday we entertained a <ral nice presents. Gale Partridge ing medium is tlie Royal Chamniont Rd Brighton, Mass_______ 90-lt
Mr and Mrs. Charles Crowell visittrain for a visit with relativves Wayne of Martinsville were supper stranger who came to our door, a was winner of the prize in the ber orchestra.
THE William Norton homestead on
Matinicus ls for sale. 8 room house,
in Quincy, Mass.
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. son of Ireland with a very pleasing donkey tall pinning game. Ice I Next comes Schubert's
ed in Farmington recently.
barn. 9 acres land, upples. cranberries,
personality.
He
spent
the
aftercream
and
cake
were
*
rved
'
Valerie
No. 15 in O Major. This is done
Mrs. Helen Andrews of Glen Cove Austin Kinney,
e-c
-prlny water
WINNIE HORTON.
W Summer gueaU wanted at 219 Cedar St Tel 534-R. City 90-92
noon with us and in return for our receiving three birthday cakes.
in eight parts and is an excellent Y<FI
was recent guest of Mrs. Alice Tol- I
------------------ungs
Point.
North
Haven
private
The Warren soft ball team came Job by the New York Philharmonic h' me and float, good beds MRS F A
THORNDIKEVILLE
SMALL three-room cottage for sale
hospitality we felt we had received
YCUNG North Haven
88*90 at Lake Mrguntlcook; furnished; e'ecc Orbeton was m rv.
w
SOUTH LIBERTY Bflker and fullest measure, ln the cheer he ou^
W. L. Everett and Harry Perkins nT
a 16 to win at a nine in- Orchestra.
E. 8.
Dover-FoxI trlc lights; will sacrlllce for cash TEI..
BOY8 <31. 17-20 yrs. neatness es
of Providence have been in this croft and other towns in that vicinbrought to us, helping us forget ldn6 game played with the RockAlso this week. Columbia intro
Learn circulation work Tra\el 2057
90-92
vicinity recently looking over the ~~
Twsd ay .Mrs Or-'
“““ “nd Dorothy of pain.
I land Texacos. Thursday night. Bat duces an album of old waltz favo sential
re-orts *.alarv $18 Apply dally. MRS
SAWED slab wood for aale 80c foot.
GOULD at Smith House Park St 88*90
Bloomfield. N J., and Frank Suketeries
were,
Warren.
Bornetnan
and
blueberry prospects.
So often it is true that in strang
$5 50 per cord IJriTER SEAVEY Tel
beton accompanied him to Dexter
rites entitled "Viennese Waltzes."
TWO unfurnished rooms wanted 1085-J R. >c k laud______________________ 87*92
Mrs. Mary Watson of Dedham, where she attended a Garden Club for'.h recently visited Mr. and Mrs. ers one “entertains angels un Fales; for Rockland. Bartlett. Mank A1 Ooodn)an s orchestra takes tlie suitable
for light housekeeping Write
E. A. Leigher.
‘ X care Courler-Gaaette
90*92
Mass., has arrived to spend the re meeting.
YOUNG new milch cow for sale,
awares” and this stranger was one and Seavey. Much Interest is
YOUNG woman wanted to assist heavy milker ALTTI LEHTO, Bast
Mrs. Ernest Lailer was guest Fri- j
mainder of the Summer with her
shown
by
the
attendance
at
the
88*90
Mrs. Oordon Smith and daughter
of my husband's buddies, too.
eluded in the album are: Merry owner ln small tea room. MRS E Warren _______________
daughter Mrs. Raymond Crabtree. Cynthia of Hornell, N. Y., are day afternoon of Mrs. Linda Jewett
games. Soft ball teams wishing to Widow Waltzes by Lehar; Skaters PICKARD. Inn by the Sea. Lincoln
GREAT Pyrenees dog for sale female,
With love to all.
ville
Beach
90-92
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R Patrick
spayed 2 years old house broken.
arrange for games with the War
James Van Syde of Gardiner is
a few weeks at the home
Nancy S. Savage
Waltz by Waldteufel; Walt2 Dream
RELIABLE nursery company wants Wonderful wutch dog gentle, brought
ren
soft
ball
team
may
do
so
by
spending the Summer with his aunt of Mrs
father, T J. Car- of Portland Passed last weekend
representative
for
this
locality
Fruit
witli a child May be seen at 81
Warren, July 21.
by Oscar Strauss; and You And trees. Rosea, etc.. fuLly guaranteed up
TALBOT AVE. or Tel 897 or 889.
With Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher.
writing William H. Robinson,
Mrs. Harry Pushaw.
roll,, Mt. Pleasant.
You Johann Strauss. This last Experience unnecessary Pay weekly. Rockland_________ __ ____________88 90
CONN VALLEY. Manchester. Conn
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitaker
manager.
S. P. Crabtree accompanied; wiiiiam Vinal of Portland made
MUSCOVY ducks $1 drakes. $150;
piece is from Strauss' "Die Fleder90*lt two
ducks one drake $3 25; ducklings
George Parker and family Sunday I hlg mother Mrg E y
# brief ] and children and Mrs. Laura Fuller ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis and
GIRINS
<71.
19-23
yrs..
opportunity
to
one
week old 5 for $1 MASON JOHNmus."
This
is
an
album
that
every
Mr. and Mrs. George Post and
of Windsor were callers Sunday
assist lady manager for circulation SON Pleasant Gardens_________ 89*91
to Belfast where they enjoyed a visit the first of the week.
Cecil Mace of Waterville and Mr
lover of really good music should advertising. Congenial group travel
two daughters of Schenectady, N.
FRESH green peas for sale, cabbage
band concert, Mr. Parker being one
and Mrs. Frank Davis of this town
resorts, salary $20 Liberal draw
"Bobby” Heald and "Bim" are on Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett.
acquire. This volume ls of Col ing
bald!
Idhead Copenhagen
Y„
arrived
Wednesday
to
make
a
lg account Apply daUy. MRS GOULD
Howard
Leigher.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
picnicked
Saturday
at
Sherman's
of the band members.
market.
35c hundred ADRIEL POST.
expected home today after a visit
88*90
umbia blue seal records In the 10- at Smith House. Park St
Head of the Bay. Tel 141 W
88-90
Lou. Arthur and Earle Upham of two wwks at thp ,wme of the 1E. A Leigher and Mr. and Mrs. visit with Mrs. Post’s mother, Mrs Point. Camden.
I»OSITION wanted cooking or gen
inch size. It is packed in an at eral
Philip Tolman.
WBSTINC.HOUSE electric o»en for
housework
To go with small
have been employed in Union Ute latter,s grandparents in Waipole I Donald R. Patrick enjoyed a shore
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence French
family in Fall
Excellent references rale, complete with stand: practically
Mrs. J. F Jaseph is spending to and Miss Edith French of Boston tractive carton.
new; $15
TEI. 1045 M 10 Jefferson
dinner Sunday at Gilberts Lob
past few weeks, doing stone work
____________
TEI* Camden 2181
88-90 St
__________ ____
88*90
Columbia also presents O Sole
night and Sunday with Mrs. Edith
FURNITURE wantod to upholster,
are guests of Mrs Henrietta French.
ster Pound in Pemaquid.
tand grading for Harold Fossett.
SUPERFEX parlor heater loU) Bar
Mio by Ed. di Capua and Estrallita railed for and delivered T J FLEM
Follansbee in Rockland.
CLARK
ISLAND
gain
for
cash
Call
after
1
o'clock
at
Mrs. Lester Merrill and Mrs.
Mrs. Hannah Spear is Ul.
by Ponce. The first of these is re ING. 19 Birch St. Tel 212-W 87*89-tf 204 MAIN ST . Rockland________ 88*90
Harold Hall Is passing a week
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sherman
Mrs.
Willard
Hall
of
Newton,
Ruth Crabtree of this place, Miss
CUSHING
JOHNSON outboard motor parts and
corded by Howard Barlow and the
with Jtis sister and brother-in-law.
frances Howard of South Hope and and children of North Haven,
repairs A L ANDERSON, Camden
The Ladies Aid will hold a rain Mr and Mrs. Robert Cain in Cam Mass., Is at home for a time.
vocal refrain is by Nino Martini.
__________ .______________________ 87-92
Conn.,
Mrs.
J.
Robert
Nye
and
son
Miss Ruby Starrett is Ul at the
Miss Thursa Lunt of Warren, with
bow supper Wednesday at 6 at
ANTIQUES for sale. old. new hooked
Andre Kostelantez takes the spot
Myrven Merrill as driver, made a of West Haven, Conn., and Mrs. Town hall. Jeannette Wales will den. Harold had an unfortunate home of Mrs. Irven Gammon.
THREE-room. nicely furnlxhed apart rugs: old lamps; dlsh-s. fut nlture.
accident recently, cutting three fin
light for the second and does a ment
to let 28 MASONIC ST.. City MRS LUCY A BLACK. :0 dweeiland
business trip to Waterville recently. Rose Edwards of Thomaston are | pe hostess assisted by Thelma Wales
A tentative program for the com
88*90
89*91 St . Clay
gers of his right hand so badly that bined meeting of the High School superb Job.
Roy Crotteau of Rockland is at Mrs. Edwards' home here. They ] and June Payson.
COAL and wood range, reservoir atOROUND
floor
apartment
to
re
nt
a
t
six
stitches
were
required
to
close
To conclude, United States pre
Alumni Association and the Wom
building a log cabin on a lot for had as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. |
172 Nortli Main St. $15 per month. TEL tiched. good eondllon. $5; oil range,
the wound.
89-91 three burner used one season $4
an's Club has been shaped up thus: sents a favorite of community 963 W. Rockland
"CRICKSIDE '• Tenants Harbor 88*90
merly'owned by W. S. Lothrop. Mr. Peter Edwards and daughter Joan
The island of Newfoundland is
MY home. Ill Pleasant St . to lev.
E. H. Perry was a visitor Wednes Aug. 1, at Town hall and Glover sings. I'll Take You Home Again
of.
Rockland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
about
tlie
soze
of
the
state
of
VirBIX milch cows for sale and two
and Mrs. Crotteau will occupy same
nicely furnlahed. bath, electric stove,
day in Lewiston.
Strout and son Arthur and Miss gin.
ai
refrigerator, washing machine, mangle, white Chester shoats GRAND VIEW
during Summer months,
hall, two groups of songs by the Kathleen is recorded by tenor Jan ect
FARM
Tei _W_»rren_ 5-6_________ HK-90
DELIA YORK
86-tf
Mr? and Mrs. Maurice Hill of Dorothy Starrett of Thomaston.
-----------------------------------------------Male quartet, Roger Teague, Ches Peerce on Res ale records. This is
PRICED rlKht! Oood condition! Pur
ipartment to let, four nlture
for sale; sewing machine, com
Rockland are at Stephen Gillette's! Mr' and Mrs' Mike Hall*6an
ter Wyllie Dr. Judson P. Lord and an old timer by Westendorf but is rooms, bath V P. STUDLEY 283 Malli mode. odds and ends Dial 2364 Cam
8t. or 77 Park St.. Tel 1154 or 330 86-tf
appropriate
wherever
a
group
con

while Mrs. HUI ls convalescing from and Mr- and Mrs- Harold Halligan
den
MRS
C. M SPRUCE. 35 Sea St
Charles Wilson; vocal duets by Mrs.
ONE-room apt with kitchen pantry _________________________________ 86-90
gregates to sing.
a recent hospital experience. Mrs. and 8011 of R«:kland were at Pete
to
let:
two
or
three-room
apts
;
furAvis
Norwood
and
Miss
Hilda
•MARYLAND"
1937 DODGE business coupe for sale,
nlshetk 11 JAMES ST . City
85 It
Gillette is a sister to Mrs. Hill.
Edward's Camp Sunday.
low mileage, excellent condition, may
Aspey, Alfred Wilson and Robert ————————
tin Technicolor)
FOUR-room furnished apt. elec, re be seen at Thomaston Garage, ask for
Members of Raymond Crabtree's
Mr' and
Kenneth Morrison
WylUe; group of readings by Miss j
frigerator. automatic heat and hot MR HILI/S car______________________ 88*93
water. Tel. 318 W MRS FROST 79-tf
family visited Sunday at Prank and children were «uesU lasl weekBUY a Kalamazoo the Stove of
Ida Stevens of Rockland: group j
FOUR-room apartment to let, al’ quality. Wood coal. Phllgas and elec
Heald s on Islesboro.
| end of Mrs' Morrison's parents. Mr.
singing led by Chester O. WyUie;
COTTAOE to let until Aug 18. at modern Apply at Oamden and Rock tric combinations Very easy payment
79 tf plan. If Interested send card and I
Russell Upham and family and and Mrs' Havener of ^iendshlp.
orchestral selections by the Town Coopers Beach; sleeps 7 persons, bath land Water Co . TEI, 634
room. electric range, ready to move in
HOUSE >o let all modern on Chest will call H. B KALER. Washington
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Olson
of
88*90
Mrs. Upham's sister and nephew of I
Orchestra, directed by Mrs. Willis to, everything furnished
SIDNEY nut St RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285. An
10 Rankin St. Rockland
Rockland were visitors Sunday at, Worcester, Mass., are at their home
tique Shop.__________________75 tf
USED stoves and heaters
Drive 25
Vinal. The evening's entertain _CULLEN.
_____
__________________ 90*92
miles
and
save
one
half
Home
after
here for two weeks. They have as
THREE room furnished apartment to
Mrs. Ada Upham's.
ment wUl be concluded by an in
COTTAGE at Ash Point for sale or let private flush; telephone 57 CRES 5 p m . Sundays and holidays. H B
KALER.
Washington
88*90
let. furnished. Inquire 76 PARK CENT ST., City.
Mrs. Annie Esancy of South Hope 6uests M*- and Mrs- Erlc Grussel
79-tf
formal dance at Glover hall, and to
ST, after 3 p m.
82 tf
NEW yid used electric ranges for
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel.
for those who do not care to dance,
and Mrs. Ida Watts of East Union and children of Worcester.
COTTAGE to let at beautiful In 579-W MRS FLORA COLLILNS 79-tf sale at Qeclal prices. Including in
Mrs. Ada Simpson of Thomaston
stallation: <2) Weetlnghouse ranges.
’s Hill; six rooms, good bedswere dinner guests at Mrs. Lester
games in Town haU. The small graham
FURNISHED, two-room apartment $39 50; Hot Point. $49.50; Universal.
city water
A E BRUNBERG. Tel
visited Tuesday with Mrs. Edith
Merrill’s recently.
admission charged wUl be used to 197-W or 151-W City.
79-tf with bath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St . $89 50; General Electric $99 50 CEN
Tel.
330.
70-tf TRAL MAINE POWER CO . Thorndike
Members of the Mills family Cameron and Mrs. Bessie McGufdefray expenses connected with the COTTAGE at Holtdav Beach to let by
83-tf
FURNISHED apartments with bath to Hotel Bylldlng, Rockland
month or season: lights, spring water;
held a reunion Saturday at the ***•
affair. A general invitation is ex shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park let V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St. Tel
LEHIOH Valley and Blue Coal. $14;
79-tf Pocohontus, $9; Coke $11; wood. $10.
«g*tf 330 or 1154
home of Mr. and Mrs. John
tended members of the Alumni As St. City
Tel 62. Thomaston. J B PAULSEN
The Agricultural Marketing Serv
77-tf
Pushaw (Emily Mills). Those pres
sociation, and of the Woman’s
left Thursday by motor, for Phila
SIX-room house for sale, bath, fur
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur ice reports that this year's crop of
Club.
nace. garage space: large lot; central
delphia.
Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gratrix, dry beans ks again expected to be
location; good neighborhood; terms
arranged I. A. THURSTON. Tel 1159
Jacob E. Gegenheimer
bigger
than
tlie
average.
Now
Mr.
Gegenheimer
is
survived
by
ALL
kinds
of
mason
work
.
contract
Conrad Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Moses
74-tf
or by day or hour Write PAUL NIEMI.
Jacob E. Gegenheimer, 59, native a sister, In Philadelphia.
MiUsand twochUdrsn.Mr. and Mrs. estimated at a little over 14.000.000
Long Cove. IMe.
90*92
SIOOP Hgged sailboat for saJe or to
of Philadelphia, and a member of He was life member in University
SPENCER
Individually
designed let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 ln beam. Good
Guy Benner and mother, all of bags, the crop would be one per
Safe, Less than two years
the Crawford Lake colony Summers Lodge, No 610, FAM.; also a life foundation garments; surgical sup condition.
old
Apply LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14
Camden, Mr.' and Mrs. Harry Mills cent larger than last year's harvest
ports; braasieree. MONA M. MdN
Gay
St
.
City.
71*100
for the past eight years, died Thurs member in the Lu Lu Temple, TOQH. 235 Broadway. Tel. 22-M 90*92
of Pownal, Lucretia Pushaw and of dry edible beans. And it would
SAIL boat lor sale. 18x6', round
CALL
Rockland
Sanitary
Service
for
day
at
“
Fairmount"
following
a
A.A.O.N.M.S. of Philadelphia. As dependable hauling waste and ashes bottom, oenter board. g*ff-rlgged; new
C. E. Wellntan, Head-the-Lake, be eight percent above the 10-year ]
serious iU turn ten days previous.
a young college graduate in 1902 ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel 1399 89-tf ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pushaw average for this crop. In New Eng
119 Summer St.. Cltv ___________ 69-tf
He had been in 111 health the past he went v itll Percy Heilner A* Sons,
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
and son Donald, Harry Pushaw and land, New York, Michigan, and
HARD wood per foot, fitted $1.25
paired. called for and delivered. Tel.
few years, and had retired from ac coal merchants, where he remained >05. H H CRTE CO . 328 Main Rt 79-tf Sawed. $1 15. long, $1 05. M B * C. O
family, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Push Montana, planting was delayed by
PERRY. Tel. 487_________________ 79 tf
tive business as coal dealer in Phil until his retirement a year ago. He
MEN. Women! Get Pep. Raw Oyster
aw and daughters Olive Marie and wet weather. There is danger that
D & H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
tonics ln Ostrex tablets
adelphia, his native city.
was also president of the Kenrock stimulants,
Grace all of Thorndikeville and some plantings in these northern
often needed after 40 by bodies lack $14 per ton. del Household soft coal
$8
per
del Nut size New River soft,
Ing
Iron,
calcium,
phosphorus.
Iodine.
The body was shipped Friday to Coal Co., with mines at Saxton,
James Van Syde of Gardiner. Pic States may not mature before Fall
Vitamin B-l Oet 35c siae today. Call, not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
Brenda
Joyce.
John
Payne
and
Walter
Brennan,
that
fire-eatin
’
,
ton
del.
Ask tor swap for cash
Philadelphia,
where
funeral
ar

Penn.
write
C.
H.
MOOR
«fe
CO
and
all
other
nic dinner was enjoyed on the lawn. frosts, but whether or not this oc
94*105 tickets M B 8s C O. PERRY. 519 MalD
horse-lovin’ old codger wha was "Kentucky’s" Academy Award-winning rangements will be completed and
Mr. Gegenheimer was a member good drug stores.
8t Tel' 487
79-tf
Albert Heal of Hope was dinner curs remains to be seen.
star, are among those featured in Darryl F. Zanuck's Technicolor produc
burial foUowing at the West Laurel of the Clearwater Yacht Club of
Ladle* Rename hair goods at Rock,
guest Tuesday at Lester Merrill’s.
tion of "Maryland,” 20th Century-Fox picture. "Maryland" raptures the
land Hair 8tore, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
READ ALL THE NEWS
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
spirit, romance and beauty of the proud South and is acclaimed by the most HiU Cemetery. George Carr, his Florida; also a member of the Craw
solicited. B. 0. RHODES, TeL 519-J
THEN
HEAD
ALL
THE
AOS
78-B-tf
ford
Luke
Yacht
Club.
companion
for
a
number
of
years,
tiBecUtuhir Steeplechase in America—the Maryland Hunt Club Race.
I Hi. COURIER-GAZETT*
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.

Percale

Dresses

79c

H

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

4

TO LET

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Summer Cottages

MISCELLANEOUS

toll,

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 27,1940

Strawberry Festival
Poems, Song and Lecture
Combine To Benefit Union
Church, Vinalhaven

Radio His Hobby

Town Proud Of ’Em

Now Just See What It Has
Made of That North
Haven Boy Harold H.
Beverage

Searsport’s New Fire
Department Backed By
Citizen;. To a Man

Miss Mazie Quackenbush and J The event of the week ln Vinalfriend of Ridgewood, N. J., are haven was the strawberry festival, I Contacting Harold H. Beverage
guests of Miss Sara Bunker.
sponsored by the trustees of Union of North Haven, chief research en
Prof. Maurice Kessler and fam- church and held Thursday in the gineer of R.C.A. Communications,
ily of Oberlin, Ohio, arrived Wed- vestry Attendance numbered 130 requires expert timing, for when
nesday and are at The Shoe on an(j a substantjai sum was realized. he isn't away on trips, he moves
The Reach.
jn charge of the tables were, Mrs. back ar.d forth between his office
Miss Louise Mallinson of San- yaUgj,n Johnson, Mrs. Andrew Oil- in Manhattan and the laboratory
ford is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ver- chrlst. Mrs. Prank Sellars, Mrs. on Long Island, hanging his hat
non Halloway 'Celeste Carver) ' Clarence Bennett, Miss Pauline in hotels wherever lie may hapMiss Mallinson and Mrs. Halloway Smith, Mrs. Harry Coombs, Miss pen to be at the time.
were classmates at Bates College. Mary Maker; Mrs. Edward Oreen- : He presents a striking appearMrs. Eva Cooper of North Haven leaf, Mrs. Leroy Arey, Mrs. Henry ance with his gray hair and youthwas a recent visitor at the home Anderson Miss Dorothy Thomas, ful lace, but behind his engaging
of relatives in town.
Miss Joyce Robinson. ^Ir.s. Jaseph smile there is a quiet modesty that
M A. Oould and family who have Hutchinson, Miss Corinne Oreen- calls for some ingenuity in getting
him to talk about himself.
been at Ledge Lodge have returned leaf.
"Radio has always been my greatto Augusia.
Mrs. O. V. Drew, Mrs. 'Charles est interest,” said Mr. Beverage,
Mrs. A M. Cassie entertained Chilles, Mrs, Prank Winslow. Mrs. “when I was a boy I read all I
the Neighborhood Club, Wednes Marion Littlefield, • Mrs Dewey could about Marconi and others and
Bro.,, Mr..
Are, Mr, Am- j*ggj
day.

THE LYRIC MUSE
A—A
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Page Five

A Golden Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. J. Asbury
Pitman Celebrate 50th
Anniversary

MARJORiE MILLS BROADCAST
Munday through Friday at 1.30 P. M.. over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Baugor.

Rallying to support their newly- j
Tuesday afternoon open house
was observed by Mr. and Mrs. J.
organized Pire Department, resi- j
If you don't like vegetables, you tender. Without draining the beans
Asbury Pitman of Northport avenue, don't, and perhaps nothing can be add one cup cooked diced celery
dents of Searsmont poured into !
Publication Limited to Brief
Belfast, it being their 50th wedding
Town hall Thursday night in num
Poems
anniversary. They received their done about it, but we get both wist- and dress with cream. Season to
bers totalling 360, all of whom rev
of Original Composition
friends frem 3 to 6 o’clock, and as ful and worried every yeaJ when the taste with salt, pepper and nutmeg,
eled in the "light fantastic” to thc i
By Subscribers
sisting thrm in receiving were their high tide of fine vegetables arrives Yield: 6 servings
end that the admission fees <a sub- ,
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and in the market from nearby gardens Creamed Scallions
stantial sum) might be utilized for
FOGBOUND
Mrs. Earl Carver Pitman, the for and we remember again how some I Three bunches scallions, 4 tab’.ethe purchase of additional equip[For The Courier-Oazette]
J ment for fire fighting. Ticket sales When challenging hilltops lose the mer of the DuPont Company, of Red people scorn them. But every year spoons Land O' Lakes Butter, 1
Bank, N. J. Tlieir other son, Arthur half a million dollar's worth of teaspoon salt, 1-4 teaspoon pepper, 1
topped 500.
base.
How stealthily ambition slinks away.
Loring P:tman of Berkeley, Calif., vitamin pills are handed across Ihe ( cup milk, 1 cup Ace beef broth. 2
A Fire Department was formed And one gull's uuntlng laugh
Has
power
to
efface
and
his wife, were unable to be pres drug store counters and yet great tablespoons niinced parsley l teaif this 613-populated town last All recollection of a clearer day
ent. There are also three grand ruddy ripe tomatoes, tender carrots,! spoon onion Juice or WorcesterSpring, following town meeting at I turn to chapters on the epitaph
all I think ls dust and rot
children, Barbara and John Carver, spinach and diard, new beets and shire
which an appropriation was voted TUI
I axn a useless blot
a spot
children of the Earl Pitman family, wax beans and Summer squxsli are j Wash scallions, remove root ends
for a gasoline pumper. Shortly Upon
Lamenting a smothered sun
and John Eskew, son of the Arthur cooked indillerently and eaten and any wilted green shoots. Cut
thereafter, a group of 15 young and And wondering if the moon ls wool
And shrunk. Instead of being full
grudgingly. Or have you fussed a In inch pieces and cook In large
Pitmans.
active young men in the commun This
damp and heavy emptiness
the purpo.se. gloomed the
Mr and Mrs Pitman were mar little about the size of the bill for amount of boiling salted water
ity banded together under direction Has wrecked
fun.
ried In 1800. by Rev. F. L. Payson, milk, cream and butter and "shelled about 10 minutes, until tender,
of Russell Knight and have worked Till nothing .but docks tend
To this ominous counting
then pastor of the Universalist out" willingly for boxes of vitamin Drain and combine with the sauce,
earnestly and well for a greater OI things that were begun
, To make the sauce melt the butter
But
never
end
Church of Belfast, both having at pills? Confess now. Honest?
measure
of
fire
protection.
Their
Mrs Ol. Ame, Uu rttur.iri Iron, brore Pelereon, Mrs. Ralph Brown,
all my spare' Urn, with
Nancy P Oay
We have no quarrel with the and stir In the flour and seasontended Castine Normal School,
Rockport.
a visit with friends ln Boston and Mrs. Orace Lawry and Mrs. Erma my radio. Yes, I made most of progress has consisted of the pur
where their romance began. For 30 drug stores but we have a deep and ings. When well blended, add milk
vicinity.
Holbrook.
‘
it myself. Everything was trans- chase of a chemical, hose and the
ft ft H It
years Mr. and Mrs. Pitman lived in undying Interest in those market and broth slowly, stirring constantMr. and Mrs. Prank Thomas of
The tables were daintily arranged mitted ln the Morse code then. plotting of the town to give loca
ADVICE TO A BIRD
Belmont, Mass., are guests of his with beautiful bouquets, of garden
^Ttat^i tions of wells, springs and other
Salem, Mass . where the former was gardeners aho slave from down ly over low heat until mixture
(For The Courier-Oazette]
principal of the Salem Normal till dark growing luscious vegetables j thickens and bolls. After sauce has
bodies
of
water
nearest
to
dwellings
mother Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
Bird, disdain the wild, precarious
flowers and exquisite china tea sets, remember there was a naval staHeavens,
let
no
dark
unrest
School and president of the State that supply mighty fine vitamins, j thickened, add the parsley and
Miss Athene Thompson visited Tlie menu consisted of assorted tion on Cape Elizabeth which I or other structures.
Stir with longings various
Previous
to
the
formation
of
thc
I
Your
small
and
reposeful
breast
Teachers’ College. He taught in hLs And, enjoying vegetables better j onion Juice. Serves six
Thursday tn Rockland.
! sandwiches,
strawberries
and used to get quite often."
Harold
Beverage
attended
the
earlier years ln the High School of than almost any other part of tlip Polatoe* Hashed in Cream
Volunteer Fire Fighters, tlie de Let no azure transept call
Ruth Roberts and Christine cream, cake, tea and coffee, At
meal unless it's the fruits, it seems ! Three cups dlred cr«iked potatoes,
University of Maine, graduating partments of Belfast or Camden Vou to dark some bright realm.
Searsport, was district superinten
Roberts of Rockland are guests of each plate were unique favors
Harken!
from his electrical engineering
a
sin and a shame to cook them to 3 tablespoons Land O' Lakes But
Sing
your
tender
madrigal
dent of schools in Worcester for five
Mr. ar.d Mrs. P. L. Roberts.
After the lunch, a program was COurse with a B S. in 1916. Study- were tlie nearest available units—10 When the dav begins to darken
a
watery
death, float their precious ter, 2 cups light cream (abcut), salt
years,
and
superintendent
of
Marl

of hMven ,5
Miss Fronia Tolman, entertained announced by the pastor, Rev. Ken- Ing for a career but he found time miles distant. So gratified are the Know the
boro, Mass., schools for nine years. tonic vitamins down the sink spout and pepper.
Wednesday afternoon in honor of neth Cook. Harold Vinal read sev- lor other things too. Although Citizens of the town by this new But a snare to start you winging,
Dice potatoes in small even-sized
—.gleaming precipice
During hb residence in Salem he shake, salt and pepper at them and
her aunt Mrs. Fronia Beggs, who eral of his original poems, including m°dest about his technical achieve- protection, they are lending whole- Sf
Keep you to your docile singing .
a meager lump of butter and then cubes. Melt butter ln heavy frying
.
__
..
__
j ....
.
..
ments,
he
blew
his
own
horn
ln
the
was
granted
leave
of
absence,
dur

hearted
co-operation
in
every
re

B«
no
vagrant,
let
the
sun
Daddy
Lane
and
‘
Hurricane
.
,
.
,
.
.
has been guest at her home the
i band, trombone for two years, bass
pan, add potatoes, and stir over
Lure you not to that blue river;
ing which time he traveled exten say. "Hiit your vegetables, dear."
past week Those present were Mrs. The large audience listened with one year, and baritone one year spect. Several officials of neigh Song whenever song Is done,
You'd like vegetables better your medium heat until butter is ab
Is
a
broken
thing
forever
boring
Fire
Departments
have
sively
with
Mrs
Pitman
ln
Europe,
Beggs, Mis. Clyde McIntosh, Mrs. rapt attention and Mr. Vinal was His seatmate in the baritone sec
Harold Vinal
also attended Clark University, self If they were cooked In very sorbed. Add cream and cook over
Minnie Smith. Mrs. Therese Roberts given a shower of applause for his i tion was a young man by the name given "shop talks" to the young
Vinalhaven.
Harvard
and Columbia Universities. little water or steamed and them low heut about 20 minutes, until
firemen,
and
the
degree
of
interest
excellent
work.
i
°l
Lewis
O.
Barrows.
Mrs. Winnie Ciaytor. Mrs. Ellen
ft ft ft ft
___ . _ .
.
I Scouts from the General Elec- shown on every side Is manifest by
Mrs. Dewitt C. Brewster arranged dressed with butter or cream till I mixture is thick. Season to taste
Pears. Mrs. Margie Chilles, Mrs.
The pleasant afternoon came to a trlf Company had spotted the bril.
they glistened with flavor and sue- ' with salt and pepper Six servings.
THE WIND’S MOODS
the
floral decorations in the home,
the
attendance
at
the
ball,
of
chiefs
Edith Vinal. Mrs. Gertrude HaU. close with a talk by Rev. W. J nant engineering student, and on
|For The Courier-Oazette]
MENU
culence.
O, the limp, discouraged,
which added to Its attractive Interior
and Mrs. Emma Winslow. Others Hutchinson of Cleveland, Ohio, a graduating from college he was from Rockland, Warren, Belfast
A gay little breeze.
Breakfast
tasteless
and
tortured
vegetables
and those who assisted the host and
Like tiny eager girl.
bidden and unable to attend were i Summer resident of this town. His given a Job with the company in and Camden, together with their
Fresh Raspberries
Dances o'er the landscape
Mr sLaura Sanborn,
Mrs Laura interesting topic was "Florida,” Schenectady, *’b,re ,he„ s.pent 8 families, friends and other well
hostess were Mrs. Fred Chase, Miss we've encountered, in some of the
In a dusty swirl
Wheatena
best
eating
places,
too.
Bet
the
wishers.
Loula A. Mason, both of Belfast,
Shedd andMrs Louise Calderwood where Mr. and Mrs Hutchinson 5 ear es 1 g mo ors' ra 8 ormers'
Fragrant and shy,
generators, etc. The following year
Eggs Benedict
chefs themselves never taste them.
A
showery
wind
sweet.
Miss
Helen
Rowley
of
Melrose,
Mass,
The
Searsmont
Fire
Department
Mrs. Pears played several pleasing passed last Winter
he was made laboratory assistant
Floats o’er the meadows,
Cherry Jain
Summer squash Is one victim.
and Lincolnville, and Miss Orace
Ripening the wheat
to the famous Dr. Alexanderson is by way of becoming a Fire Insur
selections on the piano accordion.
Col lee
Ever cut it, unpeeled in match-like
ance
Co.
as
well,
foi
whereas
last
Greenwood
of
Marlboro,
Mass.,
and
and
worked
on
developing
receivers.
A
whispering
zephyr
be held Tuesday night ln the vestry.
Refreshments were served.
Sunday
Dinner
strips,
let
it
drain
for
an
hour
In
Frail
as
delicate
lace
—
He also helped develop the Alex year there were seven fires in the
Lincolnville. Mrs. Lela Haskell of
A log-driven phantom
Mrs Rebecca Arey was hostess
Melon Cup
a colander and saute In butter with
anderson alterator which generated town, this year there have been
Veiling earth's face
Union
had
charge
of
the
dining
room
Dr Conley will be at his Vinal radio waves and led to the forma
at supper Wednesday to these three
Chicken Fricassee
Wind ln a gale.
and was assisted by Misses Myra thinly sliced onfons, then serve
sisters—Mrs Mary Noyes. Mrs. haven office Tuesday, July 30. all tion of the Radio Corporation of none to date. "An ounce of preven
Virile, headstrong.
dressed with sweet or sour cream?
•Potatoes Hashed ln Cream
tion
is
worth
a
pound
of
cure."
Ferguson,
Emily
jPendleton,
Kath

Swe?p« all in its path
Barbara Fraser and Mrs. Elizabeth day and through the evening.—adv. I America
. ’String Beans with Celery
Ever
scrub
tender
young
carrots
and
As it rushes along
erine Frost and Margaret Dunton,
The Alexanderson invention was
Falconer of Yorkers, N. Y.
Stuffed Pear Salad
Like boisterous giant,
used during the last war to set up
the punch being served by Misses cook them, thinly sliced and un
Wild,
glorious
and
free.
Mrs. Flora Atheans of West NORTHPORT
peeled In butter with a sprinkling
•Chocolate Refrigerator Cake
a rival means of communication
Wind ln a tempest
Elizabeth
Kelley
and
Florence
DunGloucester, Mass., is expected to
Roars over the .sea
of sugar? Then when the surface
Coffee
Mrs. Willard Thompson and son with the A.E.F. in France in case Invented and constructed the tele
ton. Mrs Frank E. Irish catered.
Nellie M Ervlne
arrive today accompanied by her David returned last Saturday from the cables were cut or olher means vision antenna on the top of the
Supper
Tenants Harbor.
Empire State Building. The radio
Mr Pitman is identified particu- is glazed sprinkle with chopped
niece Mrs. Ethel Hall Walls of a visit with relatives and friends of (he t,me a{ the
mint? Well try to round up the
Molded Vegetable Salad
at £ar engineer spoke of the facsimile
ft ft ft ft
larly with the Chamber of Com
Connecticut. They will be guests tn Newburyport and Amsbury. Mass Harbor where he had installed the radio printer which receives the
merce activities and the Rotary best possible vegetable recipes in Reheated Rolls
MAINE CALLING
of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hall.
Relishes
cjud
this column this Summer and you
Mrs. Edith Marr of Searsport has Alexanderson “Barrage" receivers pictures and documents sent across
|For The Courier-Oazette]
Mr. Pitman is widely known ln 1 send us any good ones you find and
Midco Ice Cream and Cakes
been visiting Miss Barbara New- 1 and Part of the time at Ihe sta- the ocean by photo-radio, a part ol
Union Church Notes
With the unnumbered tongues
I lol'e eAinlln tlxu “cion olx 11H
! bert at the home of her mother Uon ln New Brunswick. New Jersey. the wireless system. Asked how
Tetley Tea Punch
let’s rescue the “step children'' rtl
Ol her fretted coast
soon It would be possible for Mr.
, Knox County, and ln Summer is a
In the absence of the pastor, Rev.
'
While
he
and
some
fellow
workMaine Is calling me.
• Recipes given.
the
food
world.
Mrs. Philip Watkins.
John
Q
Public
to
insert
a
sheet
of
She
would
be
my
host
of
the
Rotary
regular attendant
ers were laying ground wires in
Kenneth Cook, Vernon Holloway of
I Chteo'.ate Refrigerator fake
Miss Elsie Fairbrother has been New Jersey one afternoon, they paper in his radio and have It
She is calling me
meetings.
Delaware. Ohio will be guest speak
come
forth
all
printed
as
his
mornTo
vacation
play,
Two 8-inch Presto Cake layers,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur were accosted by a suspicious farmR creation rest
er at the 11 o'clock service. The Smith in Newcastle.
I er who wanted to know, "What be ing newspaper, he replied that it
1 cup'heavy cream. 1-2 cup Nestle's
Ii> her charming sway,
is
elready
possible
ar.d
that
its
choir will sing the anthem "Thy
To renew my strength.
OWL’S HEAD
Semi-Sweet chocolate syrup.
Willard Thompson is employed ye doln'?''
farmer was 80 un’
My ardor for strife.
Word Ls Like a Garden." H L.
__ .
,, .
_ ;
convinced with the explanation acoption is just a matter ot dis
Among the guests at Ye Anchor
Inspiration
zeal.
Split each layer in half, making
in Bangor by the Ma.ne Central [hat they were connected wlth the tribution of receiving sets.
Zest for work and Jlfe
Coombs, by request, will sing "Some
Inn are Mr. and Mrs. Stoddard four layers ln all. Whip the cream
The difference in facsimile and
Transportation
Co.
as
mechanic.
,
radio
station
that
he
rounded
up
I will heed thy call.
Day You Will Make It Plain to Me." '
Colby and two children, Miss Fren- until it begins to thicken. Add the
Seek thy home domain
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Wood were a posse of friends and neighbors television is mainly one of speed, he
At 7 o'clock instead of the regu Bucksport visitors Sunday.
says.
The
first
takes
time
for
print

With expectant thrills
ces Prell and Miss Ruth Neuhauser chocolate syrup all at once, and
i who came armed with pitchforks
Once again, O Maine
lar meeting there will be an open I Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Pendexter and whatever theV could lay their ing while the second is but a fleet
of New York city; Mr. and Mrs. continue to beat until the mixture
Allison M Watts
air service on the church lawn,
hands on to turn them in as spies ing image, leaving behind no
Jamaica, Vt
Carroll Fleming and three sons of is smooth, thick and well-blended
of Rockland spent Friday with their
record.
But the radio men had already
sponsored by the church choir. daughter Mrs. Philip Watkins.
ft ft ft ft
Hudson, Ohio; Mrs. James Wood Spread between the cake layers and
Mr. Beverage still loves music.
left
when
the
improvised
force
ar

Vinalhaven is proud of its volun
and Miss Nancy Wood of Wayne, top with the remainder. Chill in
Richard Sheldon has employment rived. The only person they found He took up the saxophone in 1924
ROSES FOR YOU
tary church choir, which has and with the First National Stores in in the abandoned farmhouse which and far eight years played in dance
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Pa.; Miss Marion Bok of Colches the refrigerator for 24 hours. Then
is rendering a great service.
held their receiving equipment was orchestras as a hobby.
With soul full of rapture
ter, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. Gor cut as you would, a cake and serve.
Belfast for the Summer.
About three years ago he became I gazed on a rose bush
an old tramp who was so terrified
Rev. Kenneth Cook will preach
don Gould of New York city.
Serves 8 to 10.
Philip Watkins and Ralph Knight at being questioned that he was very much interested in color laden with blossoms rare.
Sunday morning in North Haven. have returned from a fLsh Ing trip
No eye hath yet fathomed
String Bean* with Celery
unable to walk and had to be car photography. He has two movie The transcending beauty
Tlie regular prayer meeting will in Northern Maine.
Australia with 6.000,000 populacook a pound of sliced string
cameras and a Contax and often Played by these flowers fair.
ried.
Qu*en of all posies and
lion could suport 150,000.000. It ls beans with a dash of salt and sugar
Mr. Beverage was at the Bar Har carries 40 pounds of equipment Pride of gardener's care.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Mathews of
with him on his trips in his en
estimated.
I in a small amount of water, until
New Under-arm
Cambridge, Mass., called recently bor station one day when out of thusiasm for taking pictures of in Exquisite flowers of everywhere
a clear sky came the historic mes
Mystic symphonies of perfumes rare.
on Mr and Mr-’’ Lewis Mathews and sage from Germany asking Presi teresting places. He has made his June and July their season of grace
Cream Deodorant Mr and Mrs Elmer
or mansion no choice of place.
dent Wilson to arrange for an own projector which automatical Cottage
Scarlet and white pink blush or yellow
safely
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Denison armistice. The message was re ly synchronizes the pictures with Single double dainty mellow.
All of them heavenly blessed ’tls true
to Washington and the Presi the sound track
i Stops Perspiration ! who were married at the residence layed
Now he is looking forward to And all of them blossoms Just for you
dent
sent
his reply through the
of R K Swift June 29. went Thurs
k a f.
going out west and taking pictures
station in New Jersey.
Rockland
day to their home in Hanover, N. H.
In the Spring of 1919. Mr Bever of the national parks and the San
ft * ft ft
Miss Olive Wadlin of Washing age installed -the receiving part of Francisco Fair. He is particularly
ton. D. C. has arrived to visit her the duplex radio telephone system eager to take three dimension views
“WHY ART THOU SILENT?”
on board the SS. George Washing of the Grand Canyon. For this
|For The Courier-Oazette]
sister Mrs. Harrlette Whiting.
ton and made two trips to France type of photography he has in I scan up and down the vent column.
vented
an
arrangement
for
his
Under the harp we call lyre.
on board as operator. He often
mood so expectant turns
talked back and forth with the as tripod whiefy allows him to make And my
SIMONTON
one exposure and then shift the For I solemn.
sistant
secretary
of
the
Navy
in
yearn
for true pitch ln the choir.
A hot dog roast was enjoyed
Washington, D. C„ one Franklin camera 2H inches for another ex Where ls our Walter from Waldo
Wednesday
night
at
Sherman's
Does not rot dresses, does
posure.
When these are seen And John, the Hard Son of the
Delano Roosevelt.
not irritate skin.
Rhoades.
Point by: Mr. and Mrs. Chesley
through a stereo viewer which he
When
Dr.
Alexanderson
came
to
And one M P H we need also—
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeuscd
Cripps, Mr. and Mrs. George Mar- R.C.A. in 1920 he brought his prom has also made, the result is a We long for the knots In the odes.
right after shaving.
ton. Mr. and Mrs. John Annis, Mr ising young assistant along with three dimension picture in color.
the Baker, feeds ravens
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Although photography is his Our Beulah,
bread, many miles from our
for 1 to-3 days. Removes odor
and Mrs. Ralph Morton. Mr. and him. putting him in charge of re hobby he sometimes uses it in the With shore.
search
for
the
development
of
re

from perspiration.
Mrs. Donald Simonton. Kenneth reiving stations and equipment for laboratory to make movies of "visi Our Lizzies strain anchors ln Havens —
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
I wish they would heave-to some more.
count on is that prices won’t be lower!
ESTERDAY’S gone and tomorrow
ble sound," as shown by a ma
Turner
and Howard Buzzell.
trans-oceanic reception.
less vanishing cream.
Ch, Marshland, whose mist can wear
chine
called
an
oscilloscope.
This
hasn
’
t
come
—
but
here
’
s
today
to
A surprise birthday party was
5. Arrid has been awarded the
color
later Dr Alexanderson returned
In the (Lavender tomes.
Meantime, current figures* on a big,
Approval Seal of the American
given in honor of Joseph Morton. 40 General Electric while Harold transforms sound waves into rib- All
make the most of and get something
We miss you. for print has grown
bors
of
dancing
light.
Institute of Laundering for
Beverage
stayed
on
at
R.C.A.
for
duller
hundred-plus horsepower Buick with
Wednesday night at tihe home of
"Maine, with its woods and rock- Since you gave up rattling the bones.
being harmless to fabrics.
done!
,,
a ..
„ _,v . ,
- whom he went to Brazil in 1922 to
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Annis. Twenty. make a s[udy of static and recelv. bound coast, is a wonderful place
the only micropoise-balanced engine
Larry Parsons
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar today I
friends and neighbors were present, ing conditions. This was prior to for a camera," said Mr. Beverage.
in existence start at
And what’s more sen
Many race horses are narcotic
Card games of "63 ". "eight-spot," the setting up of the receiving sta "I don't know of any more beautiful
country anywhere."—By Priscilla M. addicts and are given drugs when
for thc
tion
for
the
A.E.P.O.
Consortium
sible, all things
and a clever automobile guessing
_ , ,
. urder the auspices of the leading Pennell ln Portland Sunday Tele , they are raced to win.
business
sidered,
than
to
turnH^
’
qfV
W
j,.
.
,
_r
Al all atorra welling toilet good* game were enjoyed. Refreshments -„
radio communication companies of gram
39f • J**
(alao in 10/ and 59/ Jan)
included three birthday cakes.
coupe,
America, England, France and
in that car, that has
—( - j] .
Germany.
delivered at Flint,
seen its best days, on
For his Invention of the Bev
Mich.; transportation
erage antenna which eliminated
a brand - new, bright
complicated balancing arrange
based
on rail rales, state
new, sound-and-solid
ments. the radio engineer from
and
local
taxes (if any),
Maine, was awarded the Liebman
new Buick?
(Eastern Standard Time)
Memorial Prize in 1323 by the In
optional equipment
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
stitute of Radio Engineers. This
Nobody has to tell you
and accessories—extra.
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
was the first antenna of the travel
ing wave type. It was nine miles
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
it's good — it couldn’t
long and was damped by a resis
Read Down
Yes, better get set—now! Today! Your
have smashed all previous Buick pro
tance which absorbed static. Mr.
Daily W—
Dally
Except
1
Sun.
Buick dealer is making deals too good
Beverage
claims
it
was
really
very
Except sun.
duction records otherwise. Nobody
Sun. * Only
sun.
Only
simple; otherwise he wouldn't have
to pass by.
A.M.P.M.P.M.
A.M.P.M.A.M.
has to tell you it’s a mighty smart buy
Invented it. He is also co-inventor
Ar. jll.55'7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
of the R.C.A. diversity system for
★ Prices subject to change without notice.
—
looking
ahead,
one
thing
you
can
Ar. 110.55 6.00 4.35
5 40 3.30 9.10| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
eliminating fading on short waves.
Ar, 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
The Institute of Radio Engineers
Lv. | 8.45!
|2.I5
7.50,
ill.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND.
which elects an honorary presi
Read Up
dent each year, conferred that of
fice on Mr. Beverage in 1937. The
VINALHAVEN LINE
following year, his Alma Matar
STE AMER W. S. WHITE
gave him the honorary degree of
Read Down
Doctor of Engineering.
IXIMFIA* Of (MNHAl MOTOtt VAUI1
Dally
K
Daily .
Since 1929 he has been chief re
Excepl
■=
Except^- Dally
Sat. 4 mg Dally
Sat. 4 teg Except® §
search engineer for the R.C.A. Com
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
munications, Inc. At the labora
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
tory on Long Island he is now
Ar.
19.45111.45,5.30
5.00 '8.00 2.15 8.JO: Lv. ROCKLAND,
studying the effects of the time of
I
I
I
9.05
I
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
day, the seasons, and sun spots on
Lv. |8.30! 10.30 4.15
6.15 10.00 3.30 *1.15! Ar. VINALHAVEN,
TEL. 1000-tV
ROCKLAND, ME.
712 MAIN STREET
transmission, developing antennae,
Read Up
Nan Grey with the Dead End Kids in “You’re Not So Tough." (Left to
and studying the characteristics of
• New York train connection Saturday only.
the ultra-short waves used ln tele, right) Billy Halop, Nan Grey, Bernard Punsley, Gabriel Dell, Jordan and
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ARRID

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

78-tf

vision. His crew from Rocky Point

Hunt* HaU,

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
«a « £

SHIRLEY T. WTLLLAM6
Correspondent
z*. xs *** <o*
Tel. 190

Tin Peddler Days

ROCKPORT
ft £ £

A Story Which Will
Carry Readers Back To
Their Childhood

UDAO CHAMFNET
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
TeL 222#

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— [

CAMDEN
« « ««

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Work Of Mercy

/

UNION
Mrs. Evelyn Gayne and son who

Camden Red^Cross Busily!
and Mrs. F. X. Roy returned Sat
Engaged Making
urday to Berlin. N. H.
Surgical Dressings
Everett Ripley who has been in

—rn-y

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 713

A new activuTVas started this |Chelsea' has returned home
John Erickson and friend of Bar
week in the Camden Red Cross
Harbor were callers Sunday on Mr.
work rooms with the making of
and Mrs. W. C. Perry.
surgical dressings. Mrs. Eugene
Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth has emHolt of Portland gave instructions
ployment in East Union.
to a group Monday, and Tuesday
Mrs. William Esancy of East
the work was started. The first
Union
has returned home after a
quota is 17 000 surgical dressings,
and these must be done by Sept. 1. visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The type of dressings being made i Esancy.
I is tlie essential dressings, includFess Harmon is delivering strawing four kinds of gauze dressings [ berries to Boston by truck for
and two kinds of absorbent pads. | Grevis Payson. Ellis Maddocks acj They have been simplified and eompanied him to the city Wedstandardized since the last war. ■ nesday. '
and the secondary group of dressMrs. Carrie Esancy has returned
. ings, consisting of muslin band- home after being guest of Mrs.
ages, is not being made here at Anne Esancy.
present.
Tire guild room ls being used for *‘izarene Church Notes
this activity with Miss Mary L. ' ^ev- Earl E*e, pastor of the NaSexton in charge, and she is as- zarene Church in Rockland, will fill
sisted by a committee composed of tbe pulpL Sunday at 10 o clock. The
Mrs. J B. Waterbury. Mrs. f. mal? quartet from Eastern Nazarene
) Jones. Miss Elizabeth Barry, Mrs. College of Wollaston, Mass., wiil
Hamilton Hall. Mrs. Zlatko Balo- I furnish special music.
kovic and Mrs. Emma Dudley.1 Sunday school meets at 11.15 with

1 Ye editor says, "Tell us something
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore about the tin peddler days’’ and !
H. Lowell Payson of Baltimore,
and son. Kenneth are returning to , some Of
readers have mentioned [ of Plymouth, N H„ are visiting Md., and Raymond Pavsonof Wash
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. ington. D. C„ are visiting their
Southamp.on. Long Island N. Y.
their recollections, so I will come George Carr, Beech Hill.
after a visit with Mrs. Dinsmores
father. Adin Payson, for a few
il I Word has been received by relaparents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M-v- forth
lorul with
*‘ul mine. Truth
“ul“ to
w tell
lcu “
weeks. They were accompanied by
man
has not been so many years since a tives here of the mness of Mrs. their friend. Carl Darnes.
Mr aud Mrs. Wallace Mason of I tin peddler canvassed this town and , Florence Robinson of Marcellus. N
Mr. and Mrs Walter K Smith
Keene. N. H.. and Mrs. Ralph i did a good business, too. .but more , y. who recently underwent a surof New Bedford. Mass., are guests
Ayers. who has been their guest of that later on.
j gicai operation at tlie Good Shepat Terrace cottage. Spring street,
stveral months are at the Ave.-* ! The Un peddler who stands out , herd Hospital. Syracuse. N. Y. Mrs
home on Gleason street for i while ! first ln m>’ memory was a James Robinson will be remembered as for two weeks.
James E. Schwartz of East
Hatri' Shaw of Boston return?,"! Knowlton, familiarly called "Jim.' , jjiss Florence Amesbury, a former
Orange. N. J. is visiting his aunt
Tnundav after spending several I® native ot Liberty, who ln the 80 s • resi<ient of Rockport.
cays wi’h his mother. Mi- Hetty or earlier, and perhaps later, trav-j Although the weather Wednesday and uncle. Mr and Mrs. Ernest
Ehaw tt <1 sister Miss Frances c'cd over the adjoining towns of was unfavorable for out-door af- B. Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark and
ghaw
; Appleton (my native town) Mont-, fairs the Baptist Sewing Circle reMiss Ina Allen of Nutlev. N. J.,' ville> Washington and other towns | porta a Satisfactory sum netted son of Lincolnville have recently
and Miss Lucy Allen of Mount Ver- nearby, about four times a year from its fair held on the Church moved to 25 Central street.
non N Y are visiting relatives ■ 'Aith his lin cart, painted green i lawn. The well patronized tablet
Misses Helen and Marion Pres
here and in Camden
wlLh yellow wheeU' sorrel colored were ln charge of: Fancy work and cott of Cambridge, Mass., are at
Mrs Randolph Henderson andhorse' fat and handsome, calling quilts. Mrs. Ella Overlock; cooked their home on Elm street for the
son. Lew. have reiurned home alter on everyone to buy old rags, rub- food. Mrs. Loana Shibles. Mrs. Lil- Summer.
a brief visit with her mother. Mrs. bers" etc - and sel1 tinware and llan Clough; aprons. Mrs. Minetta
Worship will be at 10.30 Sunday
Eudavilla Morton in Friendship.
sma11 notions And llnware 11 was P™1- Mrs. Mildred Rhodes; ice at the Methodist Church with
Mr and Mrs M T Simmons re- , to°' 85 he was a tinsmith and made cream, Mrs. Edith Overlook. Mrs preaching by the pastor. Rev. Wes
turned Thursday from two weeks’!®11 his llnware hlmself Mllk pani Hazel Cain; candyfl Miss Hortense
Those who wish to make surgical ,llc study in t,le first chapter of
ton P Holman. His subject will
dressings are asked to take aprons Proverbs, fifth chapter of Isaiah,
visit in Quebec Mr. Simmons go ; bought of him gave years of service, , Bohndell, Mrs Edith Buzzell; hot be "Seeing the Unseen." There will
as did all ether ware, no pressed j dogs. Mrs. Christie Whitney; grabs,
and large handkerchiefs to wear sixth chapter of Oaiations. There
ing to attend a convention.
be special music under the direc
tin in his cart.
j Mrs. Mona Payson.
as head-dresses ln the work room. I
be a talk on ' Temperance" by
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batchelder
And what a treat it was to us j Theodore Lovejoy of Rumford ar- tion of A. F. Sherman Church
Miss Mary E. Ware.
It
is
necessary
that
more
workers
returned Thursday to Everett. Mass
children when he would step behind I rjved this week to join his family school and Bible classes meet at
tak« part in the project. More are 5 , The young peoples’ service at 6
having been guests of Mr. and
the cart unlock the doors and pull A-h0 are visiting at the home of Mr. 11.45. Mrs Stella McRae, superinneeded Tuesday. Wednesday and «clock will be led by IX,rothy HowMrs J. Murray Miller.
tendant. Happy Hour service will
ard. The topic will be ’’Enjoying
Mrs. Harrv Hinckley and daugh- j °u‘ a d’’aWfr
W‘“\"n0U°“" and Mrs Kenneth JarvU
Thursday
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m
be at 7 30, with song service and
God's Beautiful World.” Tlie eve
ters Mr., Norman Waterhouse and * d° not remember wooden combs
Mrs Charies Grotton of Rockand for each of the activtles sur
Ed. Manning, a student at the Ban
ning preaching service at 7 o'clock
Miss Eleanor Hinckley of Rum- <Ut d°
was luncheon guest Thursday
gical dressings, knitting, and sew
gor Theological Seminary, as guest
. . _
0181 would pul1 halr whcn a t00th Of Miss Lillian Brann and her
Upper left. E. L. Green; upper right. W. II. Coffin; lower left, A. N. ing. Miss Emma Alden, general will be in charge of the pastor. Rev.
ford oir.t are
8
, split as they sometimes did when $ister M,s Mary Crawford 6t the ?peaker. Church night service will Greeley; lower right, Robert Anderson, Jr.
J. W. Ames.
chairman and Mrs. E. J. Cornelis,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Crie.
be held in tlie vestry Thursday
] mother combed our hair, lampwicks,1 Brann home.
Commencing- Monday at 7.30 there
work room chairman, emphasize
Mr. and Mrs. Norman
, . L. Wolf
. . i thread, penny lead pencils, and
ReV. and Mrs Charles R Sims night at 7.30 with Miss Claire
' will be two weeks of revival meetthe fact unless more workers give
and sots Edward a .
o n arrne ..barber pole-. peppermint candy were guests Wednesday and Thurs- Quimby as leader. This will be
i ings. Rev. and Mrs. W H. Minor of
their services, it will be difficult to
Thursday to spend t e' retnal ” and the dozens of other things to day of their son-in-law and daugh- the pastor's last Sunday before his
, Kansas City are engaged for the
fill the quotas by Sept. 1.
of the Summer with Mrs.
o s
seen made the tinpeddler s visit ter Rev and Mrs C Vaughn Over- vacation. Rev. H. I. Holt will sup
1 evangelists. The student quartet
Camden Flowers Inspected World Premiere Of “I
More
local
woman
and
girls
will
father Edward OB. Burgess
an fvent Iong tQ
remembered msn.
> ply the pulpit during the absence
i from Eastern Nazarenc College will
Married Adventure” At
By Public—Tea At the
be welcome, and those who can
Thursday Club members were en
be at every service during the caniWhen •’Jim’” was seen jogging hls
Mrs Dorethy Young will enter- of the pastor.
Comique
July
31
Yacht Club
not be present at the work rooms 1 paign. These young men are talenttertained at picnic supper and j horse up the road we children al- tain the Trytohelp Club Monday
The annual meeting of the Red
cards Thursday at the home of ways hurried to hunt up our old ■ nlght at her home in Camden, with Cross was held at Y M C A. ThursThrough the efforts of Newell j OT
knitll^R ^ow’ are asked t0 ed singers—Russell Davis of Ontario,
More than 250 persons, including
1 register with the committee in 1 Nicholas Yost of Centerville. Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Smith. Mrs. Edwin j rubbers and bring out the rag bag I miss Marion Upham as assistant
day night. I. Lawton Bray ol j many out-of-town visitors, attend Kurson, head of the Boston Offices chargp jf
can he,p la,„ in
F. Lynch the assisting hostess. full of rags, which he would weigh ( hostess.
Paul Kirkland of Springfield. Mass.,
Rockland chairman of' the Knox
Winners at bridge were Mrs. Ar and throw up on the top of the cart, j Rev and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over- County Chapter, told of the present ed Oarden Day observed Wednes- ; of the Graphic Theatre Circuit. the season. Even a few hours de- and Lyal Calhoun of Linesboro. Md.
pubhc ls tavlted t0 attend these
thur S. Taylor. Mrs. E R Biggers which by the way was encircled man will leave Monday for a week s conditions in the Chapter and re day by the Camden Oarden Club Camden is to be honored with a voted to this work each week are
I services
and Mrs. Warren Knights. Mrs. with a low iron rail to keep the 1
at Rumney. N. H„ where they ported progress being made in fill The gardens and grounds of nine World Premiere for the first time in of great value.
Progress In sewing and knitting
W B D Gray and Mrs. Edward 5ags of rags from suding off. i do wU1 attend
pastors’ Conference ing quotas. A report of the war Summer residences of this town many years, namely, Osa Johnson's
WHEN HAMMERS R 1NT.
T. Dornan will plan the next pic- nct remember that much money! at the New England Fellowship production work in the work-room and Rockport were open to visitors. thrilling saga of a thrill packed Is being made, and the flrst quota
| For The Courier-Oaaette |
on
children's
dresses
ita^
been
They
included
Mrs.
Dean
Osborne.
nic meeting in two weeks.
ever changed hands either way, for campground.
was given by the chairman. Mrs
life, “I Married Adventure.’’ Not
awakens memories
is started this week A Ofpicture
Mrs. Ada Chadwick is expected whenever a penny was due from the
jjr. and Mrs Ross Patterson E. J. Cornelis. These officers were Belfast road; Miss Elizabeth Barry' yet released, lt will be shown for i finished. Work
I thought long dead.
.
.
..
, . . Whena I-cene
walked
hand In hand with
»
I
.................................
.............
on
women
s
dresses,
the
material
to arrive home today after spend- peddler we children got either a | came from Portland this week tc elected: Chairman. Charles Lord; and Mrs. Edward J Cornelis. Bay , the f[rst Ume ,n the world at Q,e !
mother
In the stone-yard on Spruce Head.
lng the past several months.with pencil or stick of candy and as I spend a few days at their home on vice chairmen. Allen F Payson and View street; Mrs Joseph Defrees. Comjpue Theatre July 31 and Aug
’ Work on the lavettes Is well under
memory visions
grows even
brighter
her brother. Harry Shibles. in write this, I think how to us that j Amesbury Hill
Bringing
of the
past
picture W1U be flown by ex _ worn on me lajeues is wen unuer
Mrs. Ethel Anderson; secretary and Bay View street; Mrs. William H j
I can hear the ring of hammers
and
crostick of candy was an event, while | Mrs Mabel Silva and children of treasurer. Mrs. Mvrtle B. Sherman; I Stalker, Dillingham Point: Mrs. press air mall from Hollywood to. way, and gifts of knitted
Needham. Mass.
j . .
And the echoes of the tatast.
Curti
.
Penobsco"
.
v
.. will ■_be .transferred
,
. ' cheted bonnets ar.d bootees have
There will be no more meet- nowadays a child feels insulted un- vineyard Haven, Mass., and Mrs ?xecutive Committee. Rev William i-----J.
vunis.
renoo<o. «
Boston
where
it
As the panorama widens
I can see through memory's eye
ings at the Baptist vestry for refu- i less he can spend a nickel or dime ciara Porter of Brooklyn. N. Y„ are E. Berger. Miss Bertha S Clason. i avenue; Mrs. Albert H. Chatfield. to another plane direct to Bangor. been added to go with these. A The
black-mlth shop and forge.
Where the burning embers fly
gee scwir.g. the materials having for candy or ice cream. Next time guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs Dr. Millard B Long. Miss Bessie L. j Rockport: Mrs. Edward W Bok. There it will be picked up and square yard of any warm cloth
I can see the friendly faces
will
make
a
baby
blanket
to
go
been all used. A total of 35 gar- I’ll tell about a later day tin ped- Charles Lane, Sr.
As I pass the stone shed door
Bowers. Clayton McCobb. Elmer Beauchamp Point. Rockport: Mrs ' mshed ,0 the comique Theatre in
The stone house on the hillside
ments have been completed to dler whem many of your readers
At the Baptist Church services Joyce. Mrs Clara Brown, Mrs Donald D. Dodge, Beauchamp Camden for the first showing Wed- wlth the “J**1**’
Over here the company store
turn over to the Red Cross.
knew well as it's not many years Sunday will begin with Church sellie Greenlaw, Mrs. J. Hugh Point; Mrs W. Oriffin Gribbel. nesday afternoon at 2 p. m. Mr1 There has be€n rece,ved thU Nearly all have gone and left us
Yet a meme rial ever stands
Robert MacFarland accompanied ago he quit his Job for a bigger gchool at 10 a. m.; worship at 11 ' Montgomery and Mrs. J. Crosby Hockport.
Kurson is also In contact with Mrs. week material for shawls, an im
Strung and true as Spnice Head granite
by Maynard Marston of Rockland one.
Clara S. Overlock
a. m . with .sermon by Rev C. V Hobbs. At the close of the meeting
Not destroyed by human hands
The tea- which was <° have oto11 Osa Johnson in Hollywood, and Is portant part of the wardrobe of
somewhere
lofty
Washington, July 24.
went to Boston today on a business
Bok Amphitheatre, was [attempting to have her make a per- European women, and this ma- ForMid
,.the
rc city„sIn rushing
___ _buildings
tpace
Overman, subject "More Valuable the group visited the workroom at heId in
trip.
appearance on the stage of
™dy
*J*™™. t0 , Thre? ^^.nd^ork ^omi
than Silver cr Gold. ’ At the eve the Parish House and inspected held at the Yacht Club Instead be-j
Mrs. Josephine Stone returned son of Auburn. Mrs. Leslie Harra- ning service at 7 o'clock the Holy the articles being made
cause of the threatening weather , the theatre Wednesday night. She j
77“**
d0 crochenn«
Al)(, the horse drawn wagons, too.
home Wednesday after ten days' d >n of Portland. Mrs. Lawrence Sacrament of the Lord's Supper
Mr and Mrs. Mosey Whitney of 1 Mrs Ernest A Robbins. President jig starting on a tour of the middlj | "1^10se wb0 are knitting sweaters
back the past a., plainly
I should take them to the work Bring
visit with relatives in Belmont, Jones of Warren. Mrs. Ralph Mc- will be observed
of
the
Garden
Club.
Mrs.
Pearl
G.
!
western
states
and
if
arrangements
I
______
____me_ in
_______
Aa thay paw
review
Westminister. Vt.. and Mrs. Doris
Willey,
h
former
president,
and
can
be
made.
Camden
will
be
her
roorns
10
have
them
measured
for'
uk7
a
^ntinei "on the hilltop
Mass.
1 Lain of Bro id Cove. Mrs. Geoige
Mrs Nellie Staples has been con Caza of Brookline. Mass., w-'re
the
right
proportions.
I
etiU'Thr^.rJi
’
n^ho^
ao^aithtui
A lobster-stew supper will be Weaver of Peak s Island, and Mrs. fined to her home the past week by overnight guests Thursday of Mr Mrs. W. Griffin Oribbel poured, first personal appearance.
Just a ghost of days gone by
A
welcome
visitor
at
the
work
served at St. Johns parish hall j Alden Stanley of Rockland; *wo illness.
ar.d Mrs. Gilbert Harmon. They They were assisted ln serving by j With a lifetime of thrills behind
I can see the precious Brother
Aug. 2. at 5.30
sons. Howard Hunt of Cushing ard
Mrs. Charles Lane. Jr„ is able to left Friday for Jonesboro accom Miss Jennie* French. Miss Joar. I her, the widow of the famous ex- rooms Wednesday was Miss Joyce
All the one we ever had.
Pettapiece,
daughter
Of
Dr.
and
As lie learned to carve the granite
Mrs. John C. Mason and daugh- Lawrence Hunt of Thomaston; and be out following recent illness.
panied by Mrs. Phoebe Harmon to Perry. Miss Dorothy Wilson of Wil- plorer, Martin Johnson, tells the ,, „
, _
.
.
Standing close beside hls Dad
ter. Joan Hanley of North Easton.' 25 grandchildren
liamstiwu. Mass., and Miss Paul real reason why she's going back Mrs. Harry J. Pettapiece. who gave i Can the y*ears have been so many
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will visit relatives for a few weeks.
And the dear ones long since dead
Mass., arrived Thursday to visit
hold its mid-Summer fair Wednes
to the jungle In a prologue of the $714, the proceeds from a penny Since they carved Immortal picture.
Mr; Raymond Mayhew and ton ine Freytag.
In the Churches
In the stone yard on Spruce Head
sale
held
a
few
days
ago
in
her
Mrs. Masons mother, Mrs. John
day on the Cole lawn, weather per Dean, and Mrs. Helen Dean are
Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery was picture “I Married Adventure.”
Margaret Elwell
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. n>. mitting. If stormy it will be held
garden for the benefit of the Red
Hanley. Miss Joan has just rechairman
for
arrant
’
ementa
for
the
'
Until
Martin
Johnson
s
tragic
Spruce
Head.
,
v.t. if Capt. Pa,mond Mayhew at
turned from Camp Wadoga, Lake H°b Eucharist
Cross.
in the vestry.
tea
and
she
was
assisted
by
Mis
death
in
a
plane
crash.
Mr
and
S.lvu Beach. Cao? Cod. fo- a week
Three million undernourished
Wlnnepesaukie. N H
St Of0!|5e's Church’ Lorg Cove
"Holy Places and Holy Things,"
A guest speaker and guest singer Walter Rich, Jr. Mrs. Richard Mrs. Johnson were America's most
in 35,000 schools were
It
is
said
that
if
all
the
fifth
children
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard At 6 p n ’ Evens°nS
will be the subject of the morning
Kremen’z. Mrs. Ernest Young. Mrs colorful big game hunters. Trav
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass sermon Sunday at the Methodist will make the service of special in- : Henry Snaliz, and Mrs. Alec Gill eling in the world's most remote columns were removed in Wash- furnished school lunches last term
of Needham. Mass., and Harry
terest this Sunday at }1 o'clock at
Church, Rev. Ernest Smith, pastor.
mor.
.
regions with camera and gun, they ington some of the bureaus might by the aid of surplus commodities
Leonard of Durham. N. C. are at 9 a. m.
BaptL-.t Church. Sunday S^h-ol At the 7 p. m. serviee Mr. Smith will the Baptist Church. The preacher
J contributions.
Miss
Anne
Alden
was
generjl
recorded nature’s phenomena from collapse.
guests of Mrs. M. E. Webber.
'at 9 15, wotship at 11. Music in use as subject "Building a High will be Dr. Charles F King of Port chairman of Garden Day. Mrs D. the jungles of Borneo, the South
The final rehearsal for the an
land. The Church school meets
cludes anhems by the Junior way."
Seas and Africa. Death dissolved
nual Summer concert of the Baptist
at 9 45 and the mid-week devotional Wysoti, Jr., was in charge of tickets
Choir.
"My
Faith
In
Thee."
by
Mrs. William Whitney and guest
ar.d was assisted by' a commi’tee that partnership.
Choral Society, will be held Tues
service
is
held
Thursday
night
at
composed c.' Mis. Fiank Man.sfie'd.
day. Mrs Zilphaetta Potter of Gar OHara, and "Onward Christian Mrs. Julia Johnson of Vinalhaven 7.30.
diner will direct, Mrs. Staples of Soldiers." by Jude. Miss Phyllis were visitors Friday at the home of
Mrs. Randolph Krllev. Mrs. Sm'th lne Dufiel Edith 3neldon. Sarah
Miss
Marjorie
M
Tobin
ar.d
Miss
Evelvn Johnson of Medford. Mass.. I P*r8Usf'n’ art Mrs Hrrry J Petta- | Hary. Margaret Thomas. Janet MrGardiner will be pianist, and Mrs. Kalloch at the organ and Miss Mrs. Jethro Pease in Hope.
Beverly Kul Patrick at th? piano
Amy Tripp, organist.
piece.
Kav. Patricia Connelly. Jean Smith.
are weekend guests of D. J. Dickens
, ,
Regatta Parade
. ,
,
.
,, ,
,
Members of the local Girl Scout Joanna Connelly. Catherine Hobbs.
The usual public supper and an will play the offertory by Offen
A leading feature of the opening before leaving Monday on one of
nual concert will be held Wednes bach. The Junior sermon is en
trdop acted re fpne.es to the gar Velma Colson. Orace Galanti and
day of the Rockport Regatta will be the Windjammer cruises.
titled
What
Martin
Owed
’
’
and
day night at the Baptist Church
dens. There were the Misses Fran Anna Sparta. Brownie Scouts, as
Ralph
Pivictte
of
Boston,
a
stu

the
grand
parade
Aug.
7.
at
6
p.
m.
for the strmon, the paster has
ces Ko'is. Pauline I.ibby, Beverlv sisted with tickets at the am
Everyone loves a parade, and this dent of the Massachusetts College
Mr.s Delia Hunt
chosen the topic. "Belie/J It Oi
Orover. Betty King. Ruth Sheldon. phitheatre.
one_will
be
particularly
lively,
with
of
Pharmacy
is
employed
at
the
Funeral services will be held at Not.' In the evening Mrs Carl
Half of the proceeds will be giv
Beverly Upton, Annie Herrick.
1 o'clock this afternoon at the R Gray will present the fourth a platoon of sailors leading from the Camden Drug Co.
„
, .
.
,, . . ..
Peggy Smith. Evelyn Libby, Max- en to the Red Cross.
Destroyer,
followed
by
Boy
Scouts
Several from here attended the |
•
home for Mrs. Delia E. Hunt, wife in a scries of studies on “The
of Bertron W Hunt, who died Wed- Mysteries of the Bible.' The sub- with their drum and bugle corps first Firemen's Ball sponsored by ,
nesday morning. Rev Donald F ■ |ect of the Thursday prayer meet and bands with flags gaily waving. she Volunteer Department at Sears- |
A bicycle section is being planned mont Thursday night. Those from
Perron of the Thomaston Baptist ing is ’Our Limitations."
Church will officiate and burial Is
Federated Church. No services. and at least 50 youngsters will deco the local Department were Chief
rate their bicycles and enter to com and Mrs. Allen F. Payson, Mr. and
to be in the Thomaston cemetery.
Mrs. Hunt was born in Rockport
Thomaston Watts Hall. Tuesday pete for the prize offered to the best Mrs. Raymond Manning, Earl
Oct. 1. 1375. daughter of Avery ana July 30—double feature, "Pride of decora'ed. Mother Goose charac Dodge. Eddie Dodge, Mr. and Mrs.
Fidelia iPhibles) Small. She had the Blue Grass" and "Code of the ters and rhymes will feature an Roy Crabtree, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
been a resident of this town for Secret Service." $50 in cash prizes other section. Here will be found Bagley, Charles Dailey, John Wads
about 19 years and her death coni, s Children 15c, adults 35c, tax te "Little Bcpeep" and "Little Miss worth, George Young, Stanley
as a shock to her many friends I eluded.—adv.
*lt Muffatt," not to speak of "The Old Meservey and Miss Mary Louise
Woman In Her Shoe.” Prizes are Meservey.
here.
,
The singing stars, Jeanette Mac
She is survived by her husband, ) COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD,* offered to the most original, the most
humorous, and the prettiest, and Donald and Nelson Eddy, in their
GooJma.
f y daughters, Mrs. Elanche WilWORK WONDERS
Cooling breezes can be
the usual prize to the single most exciting film adventure. “New
yours at the touch of a
parader.
Moon," will be at the Comique
switch . . . when your
All are invited to enter this parade Theatre on Sunday and Monday.
TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT
home is air-cooled with
and all decorated cars and floats There is a double feature on the
• For the first time you can have true New England
General Electric Quiet
and horribles will be accepted. Fire program today. "The Saint Takes
goodness in electrically home baked beans. Slow
MCDONALD’S DRUG STORE, THOMASTON
Fans.
companies from neighboring towns
baking in crocks is universally recognized as essen
Over" with George Sanders and
For all performances of lhe scries of four plays bv the
will line up with the local fire
tial to bring out the full rich flavor. This process
Dendy Barrie, and Zane Orey s
Stop in at our store to
company.
•breaks up the starch cells, making beans easily di
greatest story. "The Light of
day . . . decide now to
gestible—they melt in your mouth! The Beanery has
Western Stars."
be cool, comfortable

j

Gardens On Parade

Camden’s Luck

ENJOT

BOSTON BEANERY

PINE TREE STAGERS
—AT—

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Ernest Law Johnson, Managing Director
Singly or Subscriptions

FRIDAYS, at 8 p. m„ AUG. 9,16,23,30
Single Tickets 40c, and 45c. plus tax
Subscription, four plays. V

So and tl 75. plus tax

NORTH HAVEN

Rev. Kenneth Cook of Vinalhaven
will preach Sunday at 11 at the
Pulpit Harbor Church. At night at
8.30 Leon Staples superintendent of
schools cf Stamford, Conn., will
speak to young people. The busi
ness meeting of the Church will be
held Monday night at 8.30.
As we reflect on it, the morp it
seem.; cur airplanes are liks our
castles—something to be built.

AN APPRECIATION
The Camden Concert Committee
wishes to express Its sincere ap
preciation for your contribution
toward the success of the concert
given in behalf of the American
Red Cross. The District Nursing
Association, Camden Community
Hospital. Camden. July 22.
Cainden, Duly 22
Bub$crlbe to The Courier-Gazette

l'/4 quart capacity so it bakes enough beans for the
entire family at a COST OF LESS THAN 2 CENTS.

this year and for years
to come. G-E Fans are
inexpensive to own,
economical to operate.

ELECTRIC FAN
PRICES START AT

CENT!
powin
■■

Also ideal for porridge, rice pudding,
barbecue sauce, goulash, stews, etc., etc.
Naxon Kitchen tested recipes included.
For A. C.- D. C. Fully guaranteed for 1 year.

$3$§

CENTIRAWAIHE
POWE
MPAtlY

ia

Every-Other-Day
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NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

MILLER-PELLICANI

St. Bernard’s Church this morn
ing was the scene of a pretty Sum
mer wedding when Anna Marie Pellicani married Buddie James Miller.
Tlie ceremony was conducted by Fr.
John Cummings who then cele
brated the nuptial mass.
Mrs. Charles Collins and guest,
The bride was given away in mar
Mrs Leola Noyes of The Cou- Miss Mildred Robinson of North
riage by her father Joseph Hellit rler-Oazette staff. Is confined to Weymouth, Mass., dined Wednesday
canl. A sister and three brothers
her home with an attack of rheuwith Mrs. E. L. Brazier.
____
of the bride were among the attend
I matic fever, and unable to per
By K. S. F.
ants. Tlie Maid of Honor was Jose
Mrs. John Keen of Saco has been
form her duties as society re
phine R. Pcllicani; bridesmaids Virporter. Subscribers and other guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Con
ginia Accardi and Vita Lombardo;
• friends of this newspaper, are stantine.
The fastest growing tree is the ughers y James
and
asked meantime to phone or write
Balsa. The seed, although a little Bartliclcmew Pellicani and the best
Dr. and Mrs. D. J. Clough of
I to this office. Tlie phone call
more than a pinhead in slzn man Nicholas R Pellicani. The
Portland accompanied by Miss
is 770.
sprouts and grows to a height of’ ,„g
WM Prank Lulzza and
Clara Holmes of St. Johnsbury, Vt.
By Pauline Ricker
75
feet,
with
a
diameter
exceeding
the train bearers Jacqueline and
Mrs. Laura Murphy, Mrs. Lillian were recent guests at Hotel Rock
Mr and Mrs. A C Pieper of New- two feet, within five years. Tne
The Betsy Proctor dropped anchor
Margaret Grispi.
turphy, Mrs. Florence Dawes, Her- land.
off the Samoset float Thursday York entertained at cocktails and wood of this unique tree -is lighter ,
The bride was dressed in white
lert Murphy and Elmer Cayton
night with Commodore W. Van dinner in honor of Mrs. Dean Os than cork. There are 18 State I satin Princess style with long
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards.
ere at Bar Harbor and Bass Har- T street, have as guests Mrs. Paul
Alan Clark and Mrs. Clark of Suf borne and her house guests. Mrs capitals on the Mississippi River
sleeves coming to a point, white
|or calling on relatives and friends
fern, N Y„ and East Falmouth, Theodore Frohnei Judge Lewis and its numerous tributaries Nine- finger tip veil and long train She
Kleeman and son Paul Jr., and
l.er the weekend.
Mass , aboard. Cruising with them Fawcett. James Fawcett, Jack Faw-; tenths of the more than 500 cities ‘ wore a erown‘Of orange blossoms
Robert of Chicago.
Air
Aion Plnrb
A1 cn in ♦ Taz> noriv
,...ni.____ ..t.u....
...
are their sons W.
Van Aian
Clark, eoft
cett. Also
in the party were Mrs
Mrs. : —n atthe _____
world
with populations ex
 1 and carried a bouquet of lilies and
' Mrs. Margaret Mann and Miss
Jr., Hays Clark and James Clark Wliliam B Kaufman. Mrs. Frank- ceeding 100.000 are found in tlie
The Methebesec Club was enter
babies breath and a white prayer
Catherine McCormack return today tained yesterday at the Crescent
Mr. Clark is commcdore of the Wa- lin Simon. Mr. and Mrs. H H. Lee, Northern Hemisphere. The freezbook. Blue net was the gown seJackson Heights, N. J., after a Beach cottage of Mrs. Edward J.
I quoit Bay Yacht Club.
Mr.s. Allan Mackinnon and Mrs. At- ing point is not necessarily the kcted by the mald of ,)onor wRh
slt with Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Mc- Hellier, with 22 members and four
Among those entertaining ln the kinson.
dividing line between rain and pink accessories and her head was
ormack. Ash Point.
guests present. Box lunch was en
cocktail leunge Wednesday night
Among those bowling Wednesday snow. U. S. Weather Bureau sta covered by finger-tip veil caught
Mrs Melvina S. Crawford, who petite and sleeps well.
joyed. the hostess serving coffee.
were Judge Victor B Woolley and nlgM were the Misses
and tistics show that rain has fallen
Cards and letters of congratula Mrs Woolley. Mr. and Mis A C Helen Ficks. Miss Elizabeth Ed- when the temperature has been as with pink flowers, her bouquet pink
j Mrs. E. W Peaslee and Mrs. Har- A social afternoon was spent, the has made her home the past 12
roses. The bridesmaids were gowned
d Coombs have been in Portland gardens being a special pleasure. years with her niece, Mrs. Oeorge tion came from friends and rela Piepcr Mrs Lillian Scott. Mr and mondson Alfred Osgood, Robert Os- low as 21. and that snow has come
ln pink taffeta with blue accessor
»r a few days.
Another outing ls planned in two Horton. Cedar street, now writes tives from many neighbors and |Mrs Mike Turnesa, C. Edward Con- gQOd Roger Chartcsworth , M'ss down when the mercury wa.s as ies, head veil of pink caught with
friends
called
during
the
day
to
weeks at Mrs. Niles Nelson's cot her age in three figures, for Thurs
nell. W. W Faunce
Gwendolyn McKay, Robert Collins, high as 40. Out of 1.03 adults in blue flowers and carrying bouquets
Mrs Lillian Murphy of Ports- tage at Spruce Head.
day she entered upon her 101st present her with flowers, fruit ajid
Mrs T A. Buckner. Riverdale- Richard Edmondsan, James Gahan, the U. S.. 139 have high school of mixed flowers. Tlie train bear;outh N. H and Herbert Murphy of
year, giving an appearance of spry- other delicacies including a mess on-the-Hudson and her grand-, oeorge Gould. Jr.. Arkadi Garshan- diplomas. and 29 have college de-!ers worc plnk ta(feta wUh blU€ ac.
altimore. who have been visiting
There were 10 tables playing at ness tiiat would seem to indicate of green peas of which she is very daughter, Miss Kathleen Buckner. 0Wjjz and Maughn Gould. Miss grees.
.cessories and bo-peep bonnets. The
• • • •
latives in this city, have returned the St. Bernard's Church benefit that the end of her lifes journey fond, from the Stanley farm. who are Summering at Swampscott, J Owendolyn McKay. Joseph Beard-I
■ ring bearer was dressed in a white
pme.
Flowers and cards came from the were luncheon guests at The Samo-, wood Miss Estelle Ficks and Roger j Here is a nice story of Mendels
card party Thursday night. Prize is not yet in the offing.
double breasted jacket with black
winners were Nellie Shibles. Mrs.
Mrs. Crawford is a native of Dean and Huntly young folks, set. Mrs. Laurence Falls had as charlesW0rth were tlie winners,
sohn;
, trousers, the groom and best man
Announcements are being received Carcline Thompson. Mrs. Dorothy South Thomaston, belonging to a beautiful flowers from Edwin Libby her guest Mrs. Dana Jackson.
,
includc Mr and
c
In his attitude toward the works ' were dressed in white Summer
the marriage. June 24, of Miss Baxter. Mrs. Faye Stetson, Mrs. family of 13 children born to Ed- Relief Corps, and her greatniece,
Mr and Mrs. Mike Turncsa who,T
Nfw
of his contemporaries, Mendels Jackets witli striped trousers and
ances Marion Walls to Ralph | Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Harriet John- ward and Mary Snowdeal. She Mrs. Maude Cables, brought her have ^*„n
McCrcsson. Minneapolis; Mr sohn always tried to be consider the ushers the same.
len Stephenson in North Quincy, j son. John Knight, Miss Ruth Ward was twice married, her second hus her second birthday cake. In place have gone to North Conway, where
After the wedding a recepticn was
and Mrs. C. W. Martin. Arlington, ate and kind. He could never en
ass.
Mrs. Stephenson is the Mrs. Audrey Teel, Winifred Butler band being a Civil War veteran of the usual candles it was deco Mr. Turnesa will participate in the '
dure the dispraise of another com-' held at the home of the bride.s par.
Mass.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
E.
Roberts.
,lighter of Mrs. George D. Walls and Mrs. Mary Burgess. Miss Viola who died some years ago. She has rated with 100 liliputton pink roses White Mountain tournament.
Albany; A W Ackley. Boston; Mr posers works for the benefit of his mts They ,eft thLs mornlng fcr
North Scituate. R. 1., formerly of Anderson was the hostess assisted made her home in numerous com and buds on a white frosting. Beau
Arrivals include Dr and Mrs. H. R.
a honeymoon at an unannounced
and
Mrs. G E Putnam. New York; own- ■
is city.
by Mrs. Grover Knight.
munities during her century on tiful to look at. fine to taste. Her Mills. Miss Bertha Tietze, Worces-I
One night he attended a per- destination. On their return they
Mr. and Mrs. E. W, Deppich. Ridley
this earth. Today she is not only niece, Mrs. Winnie Horton, thanks ter. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Far- j
formance of cne of Donizetti's wiU reside at 82 Limerock street in
Park. Pa.
Capt. and Mrs Herbert Philbrook
Mrs. Charles C. Van Siclen and able to be “up and around." but all who helped to cheer the day.
ley. Terre Haute, Ind.; Dr. and Mrs.,
operas, music entirely opposed to tbjscl,y
Mr
and
Mrs.
George
McBurney.
Malden, and Mr and Mrs Oeorpe r daughters Harriet and Elizabeth of accepts minor household tasks with i Two brothers, Jackson and P. C. Bocmer, Chicago. Mr. and
the nature of his own works; and' -p,,, altar decoraUons WPre ,n
inton of Winthrop were Wednes- New York city are guests at Hotel complacency. Sight and hearing ' Charles Snowdeal. reside in South Mrs. Don Lowell. Brooklyn; Mrs London, arrived Thursday to visit he was soon surrounded by a host fharge of M!ss Annp Carln, and
iv guests of Rcckland friends.
| Rockland.
W. J Bowker. Ft. Wayne. Ind ; Mr j with Mrs. Andrew McBurney at her of admirers, who sought to en’er Mrs Hwr(| Bernier. Mrs Jane
are excellent, she has a rugged ap- ;Thomaston.
I and Mrs R. C. Wright. Tarrytown. J cottage.
into the good graces of their fa- jeoiey presided at the organ playing
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Rogers and
Miss Ellen Dean Tolman of Au- '
Carl V. Vogt. Joseph I. Young. | Arrivals include Mr. and Mr.s.
vorlte by flinging harsh, contempt- Wagn<r's "Biidal March ' frem
. o child!en of Alameda. Calif., burn, Mass., ls the guest of her! PEPICELLO-DOE
Walter
E.
Starrett,
Darien,
Conn.;
! P. Compton Miller. Jr., and Chand- ’
uous criticisms at the work on the Lohengrin
and
Mendelssohn's
(sited Mrs. Rogers' uncle. A. L. J sister. Mr.s. F. L. S. Morse at; Samuel Pepicello o; Owl's Head
ler Robbins were the guest experts Mr. and Mrs. Joseph V. Waring. staBe'
"Wedding
March.
Albert McCarty
■ase. Jefferson street, Wednesday. Morse s Comer. She will be joined I and Irene Doe of East Fricndshin
, of the Information Please Program Brooklyn; Frederick C. Crocker,
Presently, unable to endure their „ang ••xve Marta by Millard.
•j
____
| there today by Mr. and Mrs. Harold were quietly married Monday after
• Wednesday night during the in- Milton. Mass; Mr. and Mrs. Wil words any longer. Mendelssohn
______
FAMILY
. A picui: supper at the home of ! Kalloch and son James of Auburn, noon at the Congregational parson
I termission of the mid-weekly dance, liam Brucngcr, Kcw Gardens; Mr cried out, "I like it; and do you
THE Ol.li <111 lull <l\ THE IIIIX1E
rs. Pearl Look, McLoud street. I Mass., who have been visiting in age ln Rockland. Rev. Corwin H
i The scores were very close. Chand and Mrs. John K. Allen. Boston; knew, I should have liked to have
REUNIONS
I For The Courler-OJWrtte |
'ednesdav had as guests Mr. and Camden.
Olds officiating. They were attend
ler Robbins winning by cne point, the Misses Katherine and Sadie composed such music myself!"— The old church, bullt by strong firm
Vs. Austin Rankin>of Camden, Mr.
ed by Raymond Winslow and Mrs.
Beachmont.
Mass.;
and Exchange.
hands
j Mr. ar.d Mrs. Guy Murchie, Mr. Fee,
Mrs. Nccl Teino of Oak street Myrtle Nord of Cushing.
< d Mrs. William Clement of South
In days of long ago.
Charles McDcwell, Oirmantown,
• • • •
i
and
Mrs.
William
E.
Farnham.
Mrs
S’ od •on the R.-lte for many years.
• lomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest gave a farewell party Wednesday
The bride is the daughter of Mr
Through rain and winds and snow.
Estelle Ficks, Mr. and Mrs Don Pa.
I Jumbo, the only bull "catalo" In Il« gra-etul -p re tn!l and white
.image. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Plourd night for her 11-year-old daughter and Mrs. Ralph Doe of East Friend
Ou’llned agalns* the de p blue sky
Attending a special matinee at i existence, has toured 22 states.
Lowell. Mr and Mrs. Nicholas
d son David, Mr. and Mrs. Dolores who has gone to Bath this ship. Mr. Pepicello Is the son □!
B-lle-icl the earlv inornng light
Ludwig,
Mrs
F
E
Ballard
and
Mr.
The
Waldoboro
Theatre
this
afterAnd the golden glinta when the sun
' The animal is the property of
'aurice Atliearn. Mrs. Ella Beal, week to make tier home. She was Mr and Mrs. Peter Pepicello of Holl
was high.
|
noon
were
tlie
Misses
Anna
and
and
Mrs.
P
Compton
Miller
were
Leland
C.
Wilson
of
Cclville.
Wash.,
There
In tta shadow, aoft and gray.
and
.ass^ted
in
serving
and
entertaining
day Beach, where the newly married
■ varl Lock. Harold Coombs
The
quiet
gieace of the church yard
i
Florence
Lcgan
and
Mis.
George
among
those
entertaining
at
the
j and is a hybrid between a buffalo
I by her daughter Mary and Mrs. E. couple will make their home.
'Ziuglas Gamage.
lay
!
Montgomery.
dance.
}
and
a
cow.
B. Kenrick. The young folk, played
Th- steps were worn, by many feet.
• • • •
Whe e cid and young nad trod.
Die Pleasant Beach cottage occu- laricus gfimes. sang to their hearts
Mrs. Cora Snow was hostess to CROCKETT FAMILY
tlie.r way tlnoush the open
Former Navy men are being Makli”
Will hold their annual reunion r
ROCK GARDENS
' d by Mi. and Mrs. Lewis John- content and partook of "’nice re WaWencck Club Wednesday at her
d tor.
To
honor
and worship Qod
Sunday,
July
28
at
the
St.
Clair
rapidly
cslled
back
into
active
ser

Twas only a few short years ba’ck
’ i was the scene Wednesday night freshments. The guests were Dolly home on Mechanic street. A display
In the little white church, where the
cottage. Ash Point. Bring box
vice
for
the
duration
of
the
defenro
sun
shone
through
when
there
were
only
two
or
three
a congenial gathering of former | Thoni;te-.in Alberta Emery. Caroline of flags featured the luncheon table lunch ard cups, coffee will be
The stained-glass windows, soft and
ptist choir members. The guests Emery, Margaret Wood. B,icily decorations. The program fcr the served Lunch at 1 o’clock.
d'ni
Mrs. Overlook of Wash rock gardens In this nelt'itorhcod. emergency, it was announced at the While
the choir sang, as the organ
and now lcok! Almcst every pre Naval Re: erve Office at the Boston
re Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sherman ' p,,-rgt?. Ethe 1 Bui ker. Mj clyn coming year was considered.
Evelyn B. Crocke^L Sec
played
ington Goes the Fried
88-90
Tlie b autiful notes of some age-old
tentious garden has a space set Navy Yard.
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Osmond . Dailey, Carla Jane Hall. Harold
hymn
Apple Pie One Better
Fiftj enlisted men from Bost.in And the
Palmer and son Osmond. Mr. j Rjer _ Marjorie Callahan aud
apart for one, and in the country
bell lu the steeple seemed
INGRAHAM
FAMILY
about Rockland cne finds them and vicinity now called Fleet re "Cometo yesayand worship, ’tis Sabbath
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
r. Mrs. Charles H. Morey. Mr. and • Frances Freeman.
ROGER
DOUGLAS
Day.”
The 60th annual reunion of the
Fred Carter, Mr. and Mrs.,
____________
Fried apple pies'! Oh. yes! I've often and beautiful. Mrs. Alan L. serves. have already received a
CALDERWOOD
j ymend K. Greene. Miss Kath- | Mrs. Walter Ladd. Mrs. Keryn ap
i descendants of Jeb. Joseph, Josiah 1
Bird has a rarely lovely one at her I summons to report for active duty. In memory It will ever be
Still standing In Its place.
eaten them many a time and here
e CKCabJMB,
Keating. Mrs. *Faith
Berry «••««»
and j[Rice and Mrs. Frank Harding are in j Director of Instrumental Music i and Nancy Ingraham takes place
mountain camp. The late Mrs ; Tliey are seasoned men who have Though hand-hewu beams are now
. lilt
dim wvia,
Camden
Public
Schools
is
the
recipe
as
my
grandmother
BaIdrlge
cne
jn
whkh
wfre
In dust.
had from 16 to 20 years of service
; Thursday next, Aug. 1. at Penobscot 1
, iss
rss Hope Greenhalgh. Much rere- 1 charge of the sale of home cooked
Fen time cannot erase.
Now Available for Private
For
tho.se
who cllmed Its Svell worn
| View Grange hall, rain or shine, and 1 and old maid aunt, long since laid many unique fortnatiens of stone and. because of their long experlj:t was expressed at the inability food to be held this afternoon at the !
Instruction on Band and
steps—
j all the kindred and friends of the ! to rest, made them when I was and roots with rare plants that I | ence. ire rated high by the Navy.
Mrs. Ada Mills, former choir di- Senter Crane Company store by the !
Pa^eti thr; ugh Its open door.
Orchestral Instruments
cherish still the Old RJdi;c Church
| family, with guests, are urged to be a child hack in the 83’s.
tor,, iu
to w
be Hpresent. Picnic sup- Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church.—
hope is still watched over. On the ' The men wlll be assigned to one Will
. tui
Elm Street School Building
Although It Is no more.
And
see again each well loved fare
present.
The
Ingraham
tree,
coat
of
the
three
battleships
which
adv.
Belfast
road
ls
one
of
great
care
in
• • was served.
Camden. Maine
Cook and season dried apples
Once more In that dear familial place.
of arms, old letters and historical
Residence, 39 Mountain St.
cultivation; on the road to Union brought 1.4r0 Navy Midshipmen
Rose B Hupper
TVA-produccd phosphate has
Telephone 24*9
iarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper
and genealogical data will be on dis with cinnamon <or cassia as it was is one that delights the eye. A! from Annapolis to Boston last Sat
Tenants Harbor
TUTORING
then
called),
sweeten
to
taste.
1 ttle. Hat sale, midsummer straw demonstrated it can build up soil
play. The usual good things will be
Oartligannon Ls one of the most urday.
Read The Courier-Oazette
provided to eat, and a happy get- (mostly molasses for sweetening in beautiful as far as blooming plants
s $1—adv.
90-lt fertility.
together, with program, will feature those days). Make a dough same ; and cultivation is concerned, and
Notice that Black Cats have
the occasion.
90* lt
as for biscuits, roll very thin, cut
fTie Highlands we will find one what it takes: Milly. a black cat.
Sunday and Monday
into rounds cr squares,
squares, put
put aa wlUl P°nd of lilies and rare plants. made the mistake of clinging to the
Many more could bc cited.
j landing gear of Pilot R R Mill
spoonful of filling on each one,
The Mitey Huggs Merge!
sap’s plane when he took off at
K. S. F.
turn one side over the other and
GRAPHIC'S
MB
Dallas, Tex. Up 260 feet, Milly fell
to round up a
fry in deep fat.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette off, bounced a bit and scampered
rackc' ring!
Sometimes the filling was put on
, off.—Exchange.
one round and another put ov.'r1
O 0 0 «
THEATRE
it, then we got an extra big pie.
Irving Berlin's org, ' God Bless
SUN., MON., TUES.
On special occasions a sauce made
AflWrtM” will be jitirh heard IrJ
of sugar, flour, vinegar, nutmeg
SUNDAY-MONDAY
i both the Democratic and Republi
and water was made and pound DARRYL F. ZANUCK S
The Sweethearts of "Sweethearts’
can campaigns this fall
over each one, but that was com
Production of
• • ♦ •
are together again!
pany pie. The usual way was with
“My husband is the efficiency ex
JEANETTE MacDONALD
out any sauce.
pert ln a large office."
NELSON EDDY
Here’s another—who knows what
"What does he do?"
In
"fried nothings" were?
"Well. If wc women did what he
Clara Overlock
“NEW MOON”
docs, they would call it nagging,
Washington, July 24.
but they call it efficiency. ’
TONIGHT
• • • •
WALTER BRENNAN
Big Bargain Program
It will interest many to know
"Kontucfcy i” greet «tor
IS WIDELY READ
hat white races double tlielr popu
GEORGE SANDERS In
FAY BAINTER
lation every 83 years; yellow races'
BRENDA JOYCE
“Saints Take Over”
Every issue of The CourierJOHN PAYNE
in 06 years and black ln 43 years.
VICTOR JORY In
Gazette finds its way into more
CHARLIE RUGGLES
Tills statistician declares we must
MARJORIE WEAVER
think tills out with so many mil
“Light of Western Stars” than 5000 homes, and is estimat
hattie McDaniel
ed to have more than 20,000
lions of the white races at war and
of ”Gon» With the Wind" fomo
4
Big Cash Nite, $200
readers. The results speak for
killed. Tlie blacks have a great
Di'OCttd by HENRY KING
themselves.
OTHER SHORT SUBJECTS
A ?0»h Ctntury-Foa h<twro
j advantage even over the yellow
races who are also at war.
- . . > -’-4
.—1
♦ • • •

OCl ETY.

This And That

}

Fried Nothings”

ComiquE

The
greatest white
RED CROSS
SHOE SALE
VALUES
in
42 Years

IN TECHNICOLOR!

—

Scrwnpiay bv AtTHUt T HQtMAN • •»>•«

------- ------- —------------------------

Who said success was biting off
more than you can chew and then
chewing lt? ?

ANNOUNCING

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS

With every new sea»c.n, Red Cross Shoes reach new heights
of fashion, style, fit. Come in, see for yourself why more
than 14,000 women ore buying Red Cross Shoes every day.

Sale includes all New Summer Styles except Foundation I.

You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection

Quality Furs at Moderate Prices

FURRIERS

310 MAIN STREET,

BLACKINGTON’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

16 SCHOOL STREET

BURDELL S DRESS SHOP

ROCKLAND, ME.

NOW PLAYING
“BROTHER ORCHID"
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
ANN SOTHERN

Strand

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
CLOTH COATS

Tuesday and Wednesday

« • • •

Our Annual Display and Sale of
Tli. FLIRT

• t««ey

TELEPHONE 510
83-tl

Show*: Mat. Z: F.vg. 6.4S and S.4S
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
Sunday Mat. J— Daylight Time
Coming Soon
"All This And Heaven, Too"
ilclte
I l.yilr Bujtf

Lcok out for bees and hornets
when they get into your motor car.
Almost every week we read of some
accident because the person did
not stop in time and get the pest
out of the car.
• • • •

Ice cream was originated in the
United States. The world should
be thankful to us for this great gift
to mankind.
• • • •
Ambas-ador Kennedy bought at a
Red Cross benefit sale Queen
Elizabeth’:: gift to the sale of a sil
ver tea set, paying tl -•<«) fur the
lovely prize.

AKIM TAMIBCFF tliOlS CfORCE

/,

WILLIAM HtHRf MURIEL ANGELUS

TODAY
GEORGE O'BRIEN in
“PRAIRIE LAW"

I ; A

' 1 1)
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Every-Other-Day

A Long While Ago

Coast Guard Birthday

■

STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
bv John M. Richardson

Districts Will Observe
Aug. 4-10 As Anniversary
Week—Visitors Welcome

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Names Of Families Which
Resided In St. George
In 1776

Joshua and Keturah Smalley.
Widow Betsy Stilwell.
Joshua and Hannah Thorndike.
James and Susannah Teel.
Adam Teels family.
Isaac and Mary Wyle.
Samuel and Mary Watts.
Joseph and Sally Watts.
John McKeller's family.
Complete from available records.
A. J. 8

St. George, July 26
The U. S. Coast Guard will cele
brate its 150th Anniversary Aug. 4.
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
It is planned to appropriately ob
In partial answer to a question
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
asked in your paper, the following
serve the Anniversary in every
Maine’s waterfront.
families were living in St. George
Coast Guard District during the
in 1776:
week commencing on that date.
John and Susanna Andrews.
In accordance with these plans,
Gideon and Martha Allen
all Coast Guard cutters and sta
Adam and Mary Bcyd.
tions will observe "Open House."
Former Androscoggin
David and Catherine Boyd.
The public is invited to visit the
County Attorney Has Say
William and Mary Bryant
various units and Join in the cele
On Auburn Robbery
John and Joanna CurtUs.
bration.
Barnabas and Lydia Fountain.
The action of Attorney General
All Coast Guard stations will
Dennis and Mary Fogerty, two Franz U. Burkett in tiie Auburn
hold demonstration breeches buoy
sons. Arch and Urquhart died in automobile robbery case, stirred up
drills, and various other drills
Dartmoor Prison, British Prisoners again Tuesday by Fulton J. Red
all ol which are conducted regular
of War.
man, Democratic
gubernatorial
ly. Tire breeches buoy equipment
James and Mary Fuller.
candidate, at a legislative hearing
of tire stations will be rigged; other
Joseph and Polly Giles.
was defended in a statement today
equipment displayed; and the
Alexander and Nabey Hawthorn. by Prank T. Powers, former An
buildings open to visitors. Station
Thcmas and Elizabeth Hender droscoggin County Attorney.
personnel will be on hand to show
son.
Powers said Eurkett provided him
visitors through the buildings and
William and Elizabeth Render- d ]js^ 0( witnesses arxl all of the
explain the use of equipment as
son.
evidence in the case to be pre
well as the duties ar.d 1 unctions of
Peter and Mary Hall.
sented to lhe grand Jury. "This I
the Coast Guard. Light station per
Jesse and Hannah Hart.
did." he said, and the grand Jury,
sonnel will also show visitors
Nathaniel and Hannah Hupper.
after proper deliberation, returned
through the lighthouses and explain
Ellga and Eliza Hall.
a no bill. This is a matter of pub
the equipment and operation of
Caleb and Hannah Hall.
lic record."
the station.
John and Mary Harrington.
Powers said he found tlie Attor
It was planned to have tlie vari
Daniel and Margaret Howard
Here is how "Cimbria" looked after she piled up on Mount Desert in a pea soup fog. She was hauled off ous cutters visit as many points in
ney General in this, "as in all other
without severe damage. The white tug in the background awaits identification. Someone who figured In
Thomas and Susanna Kinney.
criminal cases in this County dur
the district as practicable during
the mishap to the "Cintbria” may remember the name of the tug. It bears little resemblance to our "Bismark.’•
Mathew and Mary Kelloch.
ing his term of office, very desirous
the
week
of
Aug
4-10.
in
connec

Photo loaned by Pilot Mahlan Emerson.
Moses and Mehitable Kelloch.
of a thorough, impartial and vig
tion with the observance ol the
William and Mehitable Linnekin orous prosecution."
No. 57
j story, would be very welcome in- copies of which may be obtained. Anniversary Week. However, by
Michel and Mary Long ison
"Cimbria", the bt at with the. deed from some interested friend one or more, at very reasonable reason of the unforeseen exigen
Powers statement was made he
Joseph died Dartmoor Prison, Brit- ' said, in fairness to Burkett, aho.
euphonious name, sails into Steam- around Bucksport or elsewhere figures,by writing R. L. Graham, cies of the service, this plan has
Uh prisoner of war. 1812).
boat Days this issue She was a Such a contribution is needed to 108 Farragut Road, Swampscott,
he said, in iny opinion, has been
been cancelled.
Joshua and Susanna Norton.
beat of extraordinarily fair repute All out the life story of this fine Mass.
unjustly criticized."
Time
has
seen
many
changes,
and popular to the end of her days. boat.
j Arrow, iex-Belfast). Aucocisco,
Ebtnezer and Rebekah Oits.
and a normal healthy growth from
She took her maiden plunge in
• . • •
, Belfast, Brandon. Calvin Austin,
Hezekiah and Isabella Prince
The general level of wage rates
the early Revenue Cutter Service
1882 in Brewer, one of the “Bar-' Tiie next chapter in the story of Cambridge. Camden, Chauncey M
Joseph and Jane Robinson
paid
to hired farm labor on July
to the present day Coast Guard.
bour boats" of course, quite probably Capt. Oscai Crockett's "Catherine" Depew i ex-Rangely I, City of BanJohn and Susanna Robinson.
1 was three points above the July
From
its
very
beginning
the
Coast
the most popular and undoubtedly came promptly from that ardent] gor. City of Southport lex-IslesThomas and Sarah Rivers.
level a year ago. Index numbers
Heron Neck Lighthouse, situated on the hold and rocky south shore
Richard and Polly Rivers.
the most profitable of the lot. steamboat fan R. Loren Graham of' boro >. Comet I built 19011, Comet Guard has operated as a part of
based on quarterly wage rate infor
the Treasury Department, and as of Green's Island near Vinalhaven. In spite of new aids to navigation
"Cimbria" ran to Bar Harbor from Swampscott, Mass. It is from the <ex-Camden>, Cumberland. Cornish,
Dinnis and Betsy Rivers.
mation indicate that farm wage
many vessels continue to be wrecked on the reef* near this lighthouse.
a
part
of
the
Navy
whenever
the
Bangoi and for a considerable time remarkable camera magic of this Deepwater <ex-Boothbay), Eastern
Michael and Sally Rawley.
Such boldness of shoreline is characteristic of this region.
rates
averaged 129 percent of the
ran down the Penobscot to Belfast same Graham that this column ha^ Prince, motor vessel, last Boston- President of the United States
Edward and Sarah Rawley.
1916-14 level on July 1. compared
shall
so
direct,
and
ls
in
fact
the
and way landings. She was a fa-i secured its finest pictures. He sup- Portland), Electa, Emita. Falmouth,
Enoch and 'Lydia (Ripley
PORTLAND HEAD
| Jack Robinson and Bill Morrison
with 124 three months earlier The
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She
was lengthened and brought up to the minute. After leaving the Penobscot she went to Long Island Sound
and thence to Chicago where she was Junked in 1922.—Photo loaned by Pilot Mahlon Emerson.

WHITE HEAD
L. R. Dunn who was ashore for
leveral days' visit, has returned
home.

j W. Andrews and several days with
Mrs. Carlisle Brown at tlie Keag.
!
is now at Criehaven where she will
spend the remainder of the month
with her mother Mrs. Fred Wilson
Forrest Cheney, surfman, who

1 Bangs after a short visit at her
borne ln Biddeford.

[n the cur,ent

u<,

y

swing. It still holds the balance
of power ln the east north-central
and New England gToups of states.
Therefore the WiUkie lead, strik
ing as it is, must be viewed with
full realization of the additional
votes that must be gathered in be
fore his electiotxis assured.
It must be agreed, however, that
the "Fortune" figures, as of today,
represent the current impression
of almost every trained observer.
The swing from the President has
been rapid. The popularity of Mr.
Willkie is beyond questioning. Much
can happen between now and No
vember. But if the recent trend
continues, the result would clearly
be a walkaway for the Republican
ticket.—Herald Tribune
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stltuting for Asst. Keeper Arthur o^.is Head, Rockland Breakwater,
Past and Present Day ! Hill, is now at Fort Point Light Curtis Island , Camden; Eagle
where he will relieve Walter Staf- Island. Goose Rocks, North Haven;
ford, surfman. who Ls at his home Fort Point. Browns Head. Vinalhain Lubec on 10-days' leave.
ven; Heron Neck. Vinalhaven.
Donald S. Bangs, O. C., Mrs
All business of these Lights will
Send Post Card to
Bangs and son Fred lifkve returned be attended to by the officers and
from 48-hour liberty which includ- crew of Uie White Head Surf StaR. L. GRAHAM
ed a motor trip to Boston.
tion.
108 FARRAGUT ROAD,
, Earl Lyons, surfman, has returned
------------------SWAMPSCOTT. MASS.
from lOdays' leave spent in Lubec.j Railroads now own or operate
Oklahoma has the largest Indian
Naming Boats Desired
Mrs. Lyons and daughter Pauline more automobile trucks than loco- population Of any State, according
90*85
to The Associated Press.
returned home with Mr. and Mrs.motives.
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to their business requirements.

It is a significant fact that more truck users choose

•be American <V,<^Ucfed under th "as fbe longest
A«nucl«tlon " Au,°-°bile " the •“PervWo**of

Chevrolet than any other make of truck... becauseChev-

rolet trucks could not have established their record of

leadership in 1940 and maintained it for six out of the
last eight years had it not been that Chevrolet trucks
deliver more dollar-for-dollar value than any other make.

All models and types of Chevrolet trucks may still be
purchased at today’s low price levels, so it would be

fact.
'"D’-malUng ™8t , 8 hi»8,1 contained
run are
c«Ong boot,!? an ,n*r*n“Hed

J’btaln one from may
C*’evrolet deal. y°Ur
wrt«ngtofb
’.er or by
Dlvl8l,m°!?eyr<>»et Motor

tUTAHz

Corporation c’otor8
Motors tiiiiiHt n»',eneral
Michigan 'd'n»' I)e"-olt,

wise to consider replacing some of your trucking equip
ment with new Chevrolets now.
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